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Abstract
This work presents ped – the physics engine editor. It builds on the existing pe framework to
compute rigid body simulations, and introduces an interactive tool to set up, manipulate and
examine pe world simulations, via a flexible and easy to use GUI.
While in the original pe it is only possible to construct arbitrary simulations in the form of
hardcoded programs, ped offers an interactive and freely modifiable simulation world. The ped
interface provides the functionality to place any pe primitives and self-built union bodies, as
well as offering several tools to easily set up large scale simulations, like structural templates
and body generators.
During the actual course of the simulation, ped supplements pe with an all-new timeline
mechanism, which allows the user to freely regulate the flow of time of the simulation: The
user may just watch the simulation unfold, or choose to jump to any specific time step at will.
Simultaneously, additional bodies may be added at any time of the simulation, as well as existing
bodies being modified or removed. Additionally, specific bodies may be selected and traced over
the course of the simulation, to follow their route through the simulation world as time passes.
The ped package is rounded off by various additional functions, such as storing complete
simulations to hard disk, an easy to use union editor, and several display options to illustrate
the current state of the simulation.
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1

Overview

1.1

Introduction

Depicting realistic virtual environments does not end with elaborate and intricate visuals – they are
only the first step. As soon as objects start moving, it is not enough for a program to know that
some intern data structure is called a cube and consists of twelve triangles that have to be rendered:
the program also has to know that this cube is not supposed to just pass unresisting through another
cube. Physically correct objects interact with each other, have specific surface properties and may
influence an arbitrary number of other bodies at any time.
This additional layer of information on top of the pure visual data is usually not provided by
a graphics engine, but a supplemental physics engine. Such programs are specifically designed to
compute scientific simulations and have been with modern computer science from the very beginning:
the ENIAC machine is often cited as being the first electronic multi-purpose computer in history,
and was originally designed to compute ballistic artillery firing tables for the U.S. military in 1946
[GG96]. Until today, a lot of modern physics engines still work similarly to the classic ENIAC
approach: a very specific set of expensive calculations is performed and it is not necessary for the
results to be available in real time – modern computer assisted weather prediction is an intuitive
example for this approach.
As computers became more and more powerful over the years however, the first interactive
physic engines began to emerge. These programs differed from their time-consuming predecessors
by discarding the requirement of delivering perfectly exact results, in order to run at the speeds
required for fluid animations. To achieve this, these physics engines have to somehow simplify their
view of the physical realm they are dealing with. In case of handling a large amount of solid objects,
one very common approach consists of regarding each of these objects as completely solid, i.e.,
without the ability to deform. Such objects are called rigid bodies, and the accompanying set of
equations to govern their behavior is consequently known as rigid body dynamics.
A rigid body physics engine manages a complete simulation environment: The user may add
an arbitrary number of different rigid bodies to the virtual world and set various attributes which
govern their physical behavior. An example is a body’s material, which in a physics engine means
more than just a displayed texture, as it also includes additional properties like smoothness of
the surface or the density of the respective rigid body. With all bodies set up, the physics engine
computes the actual simulation. This consists primarily of checking for collisions between bodies in
the current state of the simulation, followed by computing the appropriate response per body. Thus
there is no continuous flow of time but rather a sequence of discreet intervals, called time steps: after
dealing with the current state, the bodies of the simulation move along their current trajectories for
a short amount of time, after which the simulation ”stops” the flow of time, checks for collisions
and determines the necessary reactions per body. Consequently, the smaller this predefined length
of uninterrupted and unchecked motion, i.e, the smaller the time step size, the more accurate and
fluid the resulting simulation, but also the more computational expensive. (Also note that such
an engine is never built just for its own sake, but always as a tool to set up further developments.
Therefore a complete package should also contain a well designed programming interface and a
thorough documentation.)
This work is based on the pe Rigid Multi-Body Physics Engine – or just pe for short – which
aims at providing an easy to handle interface and employs a modular design in order to adapt the
computation to different requirements (see [IR09b] for a full list of features). Additionally it is
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designed to handle its simulations in parallel by distributing its rigid bodies among several processors,
which has been demonstrated in [IR09a] where 1.1 billion rigid bodies were simulated.
With all the work a rigid body physics engine has to handle, its primary output still consists
only of a large amount of numbers. Usually, this poses no problem since a physics engine typically
operates alongside a graphics engine, which performs the actual drawing of the scene and therefore
illustrates the results of the physics engine as well. However, when developing a physics engine on
its own, additional tools have to be designed in order to visualize and verify the engine’s output.
These can range from generating simple still images over video recording up to interactive tools
controllable by the user.
In its current version, pe includes two means to visualize computed results: the generation of
pov-ray [REFc] images in regular intervals and a basic tool for watching the progression of the
simulation in real time. However, the setup of a single simulation still consists of a complete program
of its own, which has to be rewritten for each newly created scene. Accordingly, modifications of a
single setup have to be directly coded into the program, which requires to recompile and restart
the program for every applied alteration. Additionally it is not easy to identify and trace specific
bodies, which may behave in an unexpected way and where it needs to be clarified whether this
behavior stems from an internal error or is a natural and valid result of the overall simulation. The
original assignment stated this as:
”An unfortunately so far missing tool for the physics engine is an interactive environment to enable
a user to easily set up complex rigid body simulations. This environment should offer the options to
create and place arbitrary rigid objects and to initialize them accordingly. Furthermore it should be
possible to interactively change the course of a simulation”
This work intends to complement the so far developed pe framework by providing this missing
tool. The interactive physics engine editor – ped for short – presented here, encapsulates a pe world
and has two main purposes:
• First, ped acts as an editor: The user may interactively set up new pe simulations via an
easy to use interface by placing and configuring rigid bodies in the simulation’s world space.
Apart from basic primitives (cubes, spheres, capsules and planes) it is also possible for the
user to create and use compound objects, called unions: collections of various primitives fused
together in order to form a single new rigid body. To distribute new bodies over time, a
generator mechanism is available, which creates a set of new bodies in periodic time intervals.
The actual flow of time can be freely regulated: The user may progress step by step through
the simulation, or use the play button to just watch what happens. Already computed steps
may be revisited, by jumping back on the simulation’s timeline. This timeline can also be
saved to a file, which allows different users to exchange simulation runs or simply store them
away for later use.
• Second, ped is intended to be used as a debugging tool: By enabling the user to quickly
set up new simulations, test cases can be constructed faster. Once placed bodies also can be
modified at all times, in order to easily experiment with parameter variations and their impact
on potentially faulty behavior. Furthermore, each body can be traced over time, providing the
user with all the essential data of the respective traced body – taken in real time from the
internally running pe. This data can also be printed out to a pop-up window, from where the
text can simply be copied and then pasted outside of the actual editor. Additionally, various
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display options assist the user in quickly analyzing the running simulation on the screen: ped
visualizes body speeds and marks both newly created bodies and bodies that are about to be
removed in the next time step with special icons.

1.2

Basic Program Structure

The complete ped is a collaboration of three central elements:
• pe: This is obviously an essential part of the overall setup. It runs in the background and
computes the actual simulation set up by the user via ped . The physics engine’s intern pe world
always holds as its internal state all the bodies currently seen on the screen. (See [IR09b] for
more information.)
• ped : The editor itself is the program developed in this work. It provides the user with a
comfortable interface to set up new pe simulations, to modify each of its bodies, and to closely
examine the progression of the simulation as time passes. To this end, ped manages a pe world
running in the background, handles an easy to use GUI to allow straightforward control of all
the simulation’s elements and introduces a new time control mechanism, which enables the
user to jump arbitrarily through all so far computed time steps and modify past events.
• Irrlicht: Irrlicht is a free and largely platform independent graphics engine, developed by a
small team around Nikolaus Gebhardt. For ped , it handles the rendering of all body meshes
and provides the basic GUI functionality the ped user interface is based on. (See [REFa] for
more information.) Note that the Irrlicht engine is based on a right-handed coordinate system,
whereas pe uses a left-handed system. Thus, all positions or angles that are transfered between
Irrlicht and pe are converted by ped whenever necessary. To keep this text more readable
however, these conversions are not explicitly mentioned every time they occur.
Note that with the ped timeline mechanism it is now possible to not only skip forward through
time, but also backwards. Since bodies may be modified, added or removed at any time of the
simulation, the complete ”simulation” that has to be managed, now consists of a lot more data
than just the current internal state of the active pe world. Please keep this in mind, as the term
”simulation” in the following text refers not only to the current pe world state, but the timeline of
past and future events of the simulation as well.
The editor program itself consists of two core elements: The simulation part, which manages
all data of the current rigid body simulation, and a GUI component to handle all user inputs
and manage the various elements of the user interface. Figure 1 shows how these parts are linked
together:
ped
Simulation

pe World

Irrlicht Engine

User
Interface

user input

Figure 1: Basic program structure.
The following section will give a short insight into the Irrlicht engine, and introduce some of its
terminology, basic practices, and peculiarities.
9

1.2.1

A Word on the Irrlicht Engine

The purpose of the Irrlicht engine is to render a scene, an image composed of various internally
stored objects, which are depicted on screen as three dimensional meshes. This scene is managed
via a central render tree, a basic tree-like data structure that holds all the objects that make up the
scene in so called scene nodes, each of which manages a body’s mesh. All scene nodes are linked by
parent-child connections, and are ultimately connected to the scene’s root node, which consequently
is considered to be the parent node of all scene nodes.
In addition to the actually displayed scene, there exist several other domains within the Irrlicht
engine to govern all the functionality to set up and render said scene. The core handle to these
domains is the so called Irrlicht device, which allows for direct access of all the elements of the
Irrlicht engine. The Irrlicht documentation [REFb] describes it as:
”This is the most important class of the Irrlicht Engine. You can access everything in the engine if
you have a pointer to an instance of this class. There should be only one instance of this class at
any time.”
ped stores a handle to the Irrlicht device, as well as all other used Irrlicht elements in a single
data structure called IrrlichtControl. This object allows for direct access of the Irrlicht scene,
the graphical user interface elements, the Irrlicht driver (responsible for all the actual drawing on
screen), as well as the user camera and handles to all textures and body meshes used by ped . The
IrrlichtControl structure is only instantiated once, and every core class of the ped program has
access to it.
As an additional remark, note that the Irrlicht engine represents all characters and strings in
the wide character (wchar & wstring) format, which leads to some unusual conversions between
traditional strings and wide character strings in the program’s source code, all of which are specifically
documented to avoid confusions.
With this central control element explained, the following section explains the actual startup
phase of ped and how the IrrlichtControl structure is initialized by gathering all the external
resources of ped .

1.3

Program Startup

The majority of the ped startup consists of setting up the Irrlicht engine and initializing the
IrrlichtControl structure. To be more precise, the following steps are taken:
1. A log file is opened to document the following startup process. It logs the successful completion
of every one of the following steps. Additionally, all Irrlicht error messages during the initial
startup are redirected to the log file (and are in most cases about missing files). Essentially
this means that the reason for any crashes, which take place as ped is initialized, is documented
here. The log file itself is located in the same folder as the executable and simply called
logfile.txt.
2. The Irrlicht device is created. This goes hand in hand with opening the actual window of ped .
Its initial dimensions are set to 1024x768 and Irrlicht is told to use the OpenGL framework
[SWND06] to draw the scene within its window.
3. The core handles to the Irrlicht engine are stored within the IrrlichtControl structure.
Additionally, a new layer of control is added to the render node, which introduces three new
10

parent nodes to divide the render tree in three distinct main branches. (For more details on
how this is used, see Figure 33 in Section 3.2.6.)
4. The Irrlicht event receiver is initialized. The purpose of this class is to relay all user input in
the form of specific calls to the ped user interface. See Section 3.1.2 for details.
5. All material textures are read into memory and stored away for later use. The pe framework
allows for five different materials: Copper, granite, iron, fir and oak, all of which are represented
by their own textures. In addition to these basic body materials, all the icons used by the
user interface are loaded in this step as well. (The current version of the editor employs 107
different textures for its user interface.)
6. All default meshes are loaded. These are only a few: a uniform box, plane, sphere, cylinder,
and hemisphere – which serve as the basic building blocks for all later displayed bodies – and
two specific meshes which serve as preview dummies for constructing walls (see Section 3.2.2)
and placing generators (see Section 3.2.3).
7. The Irrlicht user interface elements are prepared: a new font is loaded and the default
transparency of all GUI elements is removed.
8. The user camera is added to the scene, positioned, and adjusted to point at the origin.
9. The ped user interface is initialized and linked to the Irrlicht event receiver. Note that the
actual simulation is not initialized during the ped startup phase. This corresponds to the
editor’s overall design, which is based on the simulation being completely encapsulated by
the user interface. Consequently, all calls to the simulation have to pass the user interface
first, which allows for an additional layer of control, as the interface only allows for correctly
configured queries to reach the actual simulation (as for instance, no constructing a box of
length −1).
10. The user interface display() function is called, which starts the ped program’s render loop.
As long as the program does not drop out of this loop, it is still running and continues to draw
the current scene. As soon as the render loop is exited, the Irrlicht device is destroyed, the log
file is closed and the program exits.
With the editor running and the user interface in control, the internal toolkit to handle the
actual simulation kicks in. It is shielded from the user by the interface class and is responsible for
managing all aspects of a transient pe simulation. It holds the core functionality and structures all
of the ped features are based on, and as such is presented as the first of the two central pillars of the
ped program.
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2

The Simulation

2.1

Overview

The following sections cover all the functionality dealing with a running simulation and its accumulated data. Nearly all mechanisms mentioned here can be found in the appropriately called
simulation class (see source files: Simulation.hpp and Simulation.cpp), with the only notable
exceptions being the generator class, which handles the periodic adding of new rigid bodies over
time (see source files: Generators.hpp and Generators.cpp) and the body data class hierarchy
(see source file Container.hpp).
With the editor’s ability to jump backwards in simulation time and modify the past, the editor
has to manage more than just the current time step’s state. Specifically, this requires the editor to
store all the data needed to reconstruct an arbitrary time step and continue to run the simulation
from there. Consequently, the simulation class is built around three fundamental structures:
• The body pool: The core element to handle an arbitrary amount of rigid bodies, each of
which exists in a certain individual time span during the simulation. Note that the user now is
able to jump back in time and delete bodies ”in the past”. Such bodies still have to be stored
in case the user decides to visit a time step where the body still existed. The same goes for
bodies that do not exist in the current time step, but are known to be created some time in
the future.
• The timeline: In order for the editor to know when a body is about to be removed, added,
or modified, these events have to be recorded for later reference whenever they occur. This is
done using the timeline structure, which constitutes the primary tool that enables the editor to
jump backwards in time. All simulation changing modifications are stored within the timeline
and can be restored when necessary. The timeline additionally stores complete pe world states
in order to reconstruct the internal pe state of prior time steps. Note that the timeline has no
real ending: the user may run as many time steps as desired and the available resources allow
for.
• The pe world: The primary interface class of the running pe is its world class. It contains all
rigid bodies of a particular time step and is responsible for computing the actual interactions
between them. The ped simulation class is the only class to directly interact with the pe world
and to make calls to the pe framework. It forwards all modifications of the simulation and
makes sure that the pe world is synchronized with the currently visible time step at all times.
(Note that all visible objects on the screen are meshes drawn by the Irrlicht engine and not
the actual bodies of the pe world.)
The editor’s body pool and the simulation’s timeline are tightly linked to each other: Since the
editor has no way of knowing beforehand what ramifications a certain modification might imply,
every modification invalidates the collected data of future time steps. Though future events are
kept, all data used for reconstructing later time steps has to be discarded and recomputed as soon
as possible. The other way around, body removal events, which are registered with the timeline, can
remove bodies from the body pool if they occur in the same time step the respective body has been
created in – the creation event in question also being stored within the timeline.
Despite this tight interrelationship between the body pool and the timeline, the entirety of the
data of a single rigid body can still be sensibly structured and managed, by simply splitting it into
12

two intuitive halves: static body data and dynamic body data. The next sections explain how exactly
this is done, by describing the constructs in charge of handling this split data, while simultaneously
introducing the basics of the simulation’s timeline. Afterwards, the timeline mechanisms will be
examined in more detail and with all the editor’s basics being dealt with, the text continues to
actually manipulating the rigid bodies of the simulation via ped . And finally, the simulation part of
the text is concluded with a short summary, which shortly reviews the ped core mechanisms and is
intended to be used as a quick reference as to how all the prior explained components are linked
together.

2.2

Body Pool

Every rigid body in the simulation is described by the same set of information: Its body type,
together with the corresponding defining parameters (like the radius for a sphere or the dimensions
of a cube), and its dynamic values, like its current position, rotation, and velocities (linear and
angular). Apart from spatial parameters, each body is also linked to at least one event in time: it is
created at some specific time step and may additionally be modified several times during its existence
and even be removed from the simulation altogether at some point in the future. Furthermore,
in order for the body being simulated, it needs to be represented as an internal pe body as well.
And finally for the user to actually perceive any of this, the body has to be displayed by a three
dimensional mesh object, rendered by the Irrlicht graphics engine.
To identify a specific body, each of them is additionally tagged with an unique ID value, generated
within the simulation by a basic encapsulated counter. Both the body’s respective internal pe body,
as well as it’s associated Irrlicht mesh object are tagged with this ID.
To conveniently manage all this data of a single rigid body, it is divided into two parts: the
static part, which consists of time independent parameters that stay unchanged over the course of
the simulation, and the dynamic part, which contains all values that vary by individual time step.
The former is handled by the following (slightly simplified) data structure:
Listing 1: Static body data base
Stati cBodyDa ta {
unsigned int ID ;
BodyType
type ;
MaterialID
material ;
ISceneNode *
irrlicht_node ;
bool
visible ;
bool
fixed ;
};

StaticBodyData structures store the static data equally required by all types of rigid bodies
for (re-)construction. This means the body’s type, its unique ID value, a handle to its mesh
representation on screen, its material and two state flags to indicate whether the body is visible
(a pe state flag; simulation bodies in ped are always visible) and fixed, where the latter indicates
whether the body is able to move at all.

1

The pe framework provides four types of primitives: cubes, spheres, capsules, and planes. Since
these are all differently parameterized, StaticBodyData structures do not store a body’s specific
spatial defining values like radius or length. Instead, the static data base class is expanded by a set
1 There are two more members contained in the structure – a second handle to an alternate Irrlicht mesh and a
timeline state flag, which are needed for two distinct features of the editor but do not hold any information of the
rigid body itself, and are therefore omitted in this section.
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of derived sub-classes which add these missing parameters as can be seen in Figure 2. Cubes are
thereby defined by a vector of three dimensions, spheres by a single value for their radius, capsules
by their radius and length, and planes by their normal vector and an anchor point (which defines
the center of their finite representation on screen).
StaticBodyData

ID,type, mesh, visible,
fix, material

BoxData
dimensions
SphereData
radius
CapsuleData
radius, length
PlaneData
position, normal

Figure 2: StaticBodyData sub-classes for different body types.
All this data is independent from the actual time step of the simulation: it does not matter
where a body is positioned or which direction it is facing, its material and shape will always stay
the same. Therefore, this data is being dealt with separately from all the other body’s data which is
prone to change over time. The actual storage of all static body data is handled by the body pool:
a (by ID) sorted linked list, which holds – according to body type – one StaticBodyData sub class
for each body, and thereby records all bodies that occur at some point during the whole simulation,
regardless whether they actually exist during the current time steps. As long as a body is active
during at least one time step of the simulation, its static data is stored in the body pool list. The
actual list itself, is an object of the ConList class, which is used all over the ped implementation
to handle various kinds of data containers (hence the name ”ConList” for ”container list”), and is
summarized in Appendix A.
The above covered body types of cubes, spheres, capsules, and planes represent the pe primitives.
However, since these object classes only introduce rather basic shapes to the simulation, an additional
class of rigid bodies is available: compound bodies, put together by various primitives – the so called
unions.
2.2.1

Union Data

A union body (or just ”union”) describes a single rigid body, which is composed of an arbitrary
number of primitives (but no planes). Since the whole structure is fused together in order to form a
single rigid body, the ped body pool consequently only stores a single entry for each union. However,
this entry has to be designed differently from the static data set of a single primitive, in order to
deal with the initially unknown size of every union.
The UnionData class serves as the outer storage container for the static data set of a union.
Like the other static body data containers, this structure is derived from the StaticBodyData base
class as well. However, unlike the primitives sub classes, the UnionData structure holds no actual
geometric information about its body, but rather serves as a container to store the composition of
the union. Specifically, this means a list of primitive descriptions and the union’s center of mass:
• Besides its obvious meaning, the center of mass also describes the single point that serves
as a union’s position, as well as being the center of all rotations applied to the union. Note
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that within the original pe framework, this value may not be static at all, as the composition
of a ”true” pe union can be manipulated after its initial creation. In the current ped version
however, this is not possible, and once constructed unions are not further modifiable.
• In addition to the basic static data of every rigid body, each union body primitive also requires
the information necessary to place it correctly within the whole union, namely its individual
position and rotation. This complete set of a union’s body static data is stored within a
UnionBody structure, and every UnionData object holds a list of these structures to keep track
of all its bodies.
Figure 3 shows how these elements are linked together, and the integration of union static data
into the ped body pool container list.

BoxData
dimensions

SphereData

UnionData
center of mass
body list
UnionBody
position, rotation
static body data
UnionBody
position, rotation
static body data

(...)

radius

BoxData
dimensions

SphereData
radius

Figure 3: Static union data stored within the ped body pool.
All the covered body data up to this point was static data: the information required to define a
rigid body of the simulation. But while every body needs to be defined only once – and therefore
does not need more than one set of static data stored – its variable data, like position and rotation,
is bound to change over the course of the simulation and therefore requires a different approach to
handle than just a single data structure, stored once.
Within ped , this dynamic data of a single rigid body is recorded in special data containers, similar
to StaticBodyData structures. However, such an object only holds a body’s state information
of a single time step, and therefore merely represents a snapshot of the body’s complete history.
Consequently, the dynamic data of a single rigid body is contained in an initially unknown number
of containers, which are directly linked to the progression of time during the simulation. And since
it is the purpose of the ped editor to interactively change the course of a simulation, all stored
dynamic body data may be invalidated at any time by user modifications somewhere along the
simulation’s timeline. Thus, all dynamic data is not only linked to the pure advancement of time, but
the modifying events, which occur during this time as well. As a consequence of these considerations,
all dynamic rigid body data has to be handled together with the simulation’s timeline itself, and is
explained in the following section.

2.3

Timeline

The ped timeline is the fundamental tool to reconstruct former time steps and thereby enabling the
user to arbitrarily jump through the simulation’s time as it has progressed so far. Going back to
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a past time step, and re-running the simulation from this point, requires the editor to reset the
underlying pe world to a former state and to recreate all user modifications applied to the simulation
after this particular step (see Figure 4 for a small example of this). Thus, the timeline structure is
essentially a big data storage, which holds all the information needed to accomplish the following
parts of each jump through simulation time:
• State reconstruction: Since pe originally was designed to steadily run forwards in time, the
necessary data required to reconstruct former time steps is not stored within the running pe
world, but has to be accumulated and managed by ped . Essentially this means the logging of
all the simulation’s bodies and their state as it changes over time. This record keeping of body
data is done in part by the editor’s body pool and otherwise by the editor’s timeline structure.
• Timeline progression: Once a former time step has been reconstructed and the simulation
continues its course from there on, all body modifying actions taken by the user, which have
occurred since this point, have to be recreated as well. Specifically, this means the repetition
of all remove or add operations made in the now future timeline.
reconstruct
time

time
step n

Reconstruct box of
step n.

step n

step n+1

Repeat adding of
the second box.

step n+1

step n+2

Repeat removal and step n+2
add operation.
jump back in time

Figure 4: Three time steps (left) and their reconstruction (right) after jumping back in time.
Since ped was also designed to trace errors within pe, it does not allow for completely random
time jumps. Specifically it restricts the user to the time frame, which has been simulated so far,
i.e., skipping uncontrolled into the future is not allowed. As an explanatory example, consider a
simulation which has run through 100 time steps. Within these 100 steps, the user may now choose
any desired time step to continue from. However, ped would forbid jumping straight to step 150,
without first running visibly through steps 101 to 149. The idea behind this constraint is that any
crashes that may occur should take place in plain sight. It would be entirely possible to just simulate
the steps 101 to 150 and present the user with the final result. But any program breaking error
during these time steps would happen invisible to the user, resulting in a very unhelpful crash. With
preventing random jumps into the future, such crashes might still occur of course, but at least their
situational context would be witnessed live by the user, and thereby help to construct specific error
cases on order to track down the original problem.
With the timeline’s purpose and rules explained, the actual structure of this data storage tool
can now be tackled. The next section shows how the timeline organizes all its data in so called
milestone objects and afterwards the timeline core mechanics of reconstruction and event handling
are detailed.
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2.3.1

Data Structures

The timeline’s primary function is to record body data, in order to facilitate simulation state
reconstructions. Consequently its basic building block is designed to hold a single rigid body’s state
data. And since each body’s time-independent data needs to be stored only once – which is already
handled by the body pool – the timeline only needs to concern itself with each body’s dynamic data.
This data is handled by DynamicBodyData structures, depicted in the following:
Listing 2: Dynamic body data container
struct D y na mi cB o dy Da ta {
unsigned int ID ;
Vec3 pos ;
// three dimensional vector
Quat rot ;
// quaternion ; used within pe to handle rotations
Vec3 lin_vel ;
Vec3 ang_vel ;
bool awake ;
};

This structure is a straightforward storage container: it contains its associated body’s ID,
together with global position, rotation, and both the linear and angular velocity (as well as an
additional awake flag, which is used by an internal pe optimization). Also note that each union body
is considered a single rigid body by the simulation, and consequently its dynamic state is handled
by the same DynamicBodyData structure as is used for any other primitive: It does not matter how
many bodies are actually contained within a union, since they are all unbudgingly fused together.
Consequently the whole compound is positioned and rotated as one around the union’s center of
mass, and no separate rotations for the different union parts have to be stored.
Painfully absent from the DynamicBodyData structure however, is any indication or link to
simulation time. After all, this structure is supposed to hold the state data of some single rigid body,
during a specific point in time. This missing frame of reference is introduced with the so called
milestone structures: Instead of referring to some time step from within a body’s state data, all
relevant rigid body data of the same time step is collected within a single milestone. A milestone
object can thereby be considered as a snapshot of the whole simulation during some specific point
in time – which is exactly what the timeline needs in order to reconstruct this specific point in time.
Pure body data is not yet enough to meet all of the timeline’s demands however. To jump back
in time and correctly rerun a simulation, all body adding and body removal operations have to
be recorded as well, in order to repeat them during the same time steps of the rerun, where they
were originally introduced by the user. And since milestones already provide a convenient way of
handling slices of simulation time, all timeline events are stored within them as well:
Listing 3: Timeline milestone structure
struct Milestone {
/* time step data */
ConList add_ops ;
//
ConList rem_ops ;
//
ConList body_data ; //
/* management */
unsigned int ID ;
//
bool valid ;
//
bool modify ;
//
};

< add body > operations of this time step
< remove body > operations of this time step
dynamic data of all currently active bodies
unique ’ ID ’ == associated time step
flag to mark valid state of this milestone
flag to notify of body modifications
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As can be seen, each milestone also holds some additional management information. This data
is not needed by the simulation as such, but by the editor itself:
• ID: This value uniquely identifies the milestone, and is identical to the actual time step of
which the milestone stores its body data.
• Valid flag: Since all dynamic body data of a milestone can become obsolete because of some
user modifications made during some time step before the one associated with the milestone,
this flag tells the editor whether the body data of a milestone is still up to date (see section
2.4, for details on how this is used).
• Modify flag: This flag is directly linked to the editor’s mechanism to modify existing rigid
bodies (see section 2.4.3, for the complete modifying mechanic), and essentially denotes whether
any active body of this time step was modified.
With all necessary data structures assembled, the complete ped timeline can simply be described
as a sorted (by ID/time step) linked list of milestone structures. To reconstruct a specific milestone’s
time step (i.e., the state of all its rigid bodies), the required static body data is found within the
ped body pool and all dynamic body data is held by the milestone itself. Unfortunately however,
this approach houses an inconvenient drawback: the resulting amount of actual data.
Assuming the use of only single-precision floating point values, a single basic body pool record
requires around 22 bytes (see Listing 1), and an additional four (sphere) to 24 (plane) bytes for the
body specific information (cf. Figure 2). However, since planes are usually not very numerous they
are disregarded, which brings the average of specific primitive data (leaving cubes, spheres, capsules)
to eight bytes, and leads to an average size of a single body pool entry of 30 bytes.
On the other hand, the size of a dynamic data entry is the same for each body: Four three
dimensional vectors (cf. Listing 2) lead to 48 bytes using single precision or 96 bytes with double
precision values. In the following all static data is considered to be stored via single precision
variables, while all dynamic data is assumed to be handled in double precision (note that this is
just a rough estimate, pe handles all floating point values uniformly either with single or double
precision).
With these data structure sizes, consider a simulation of 10.000 bodies, which runs for 4.000
time steps – this would not be considered a large scale pe simulation. While the body pool’s size of
this setup amounts to some moderate 30.000 bytes, the dynamic data of all bodies and every time
step adds up to around 3.58 gigabytes. Even by today’s hardware standard, such an amount of
data in the system’s memory cannot be simply cast aside, and consequently a new parameter is
introduced, in order to reduce the required space in memory: the milestone frequency.
This value is entered by the user every time a new simulation is set up, and reduces the number
of stored milestones by telling the editor that only every n-th time step should be conserved as a
milestone (note that the initial time step zero is always considered a milestone). With a milestone
frequency of one, every time step is completely written into the system’s memory. Alternatively, a
value of ten and a time frame of 100 steps, would result in the creation of eleven milestones (at time
steps 0, 10, 20, 30, .., 100). With the same setup as the example above, and a milestone frequency
of 15, the required space for the simulation’s timeline thereby shrinks from 3.58 gigabytes to around
245.1 megabytes, which obviously is a lot more handy.
Considering only every n-th time step to be a milestone however, directly results in two new
issues. The first problem concerns events: Since the user may add or remove bodies at any time
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during the simulation, and each such event is stored within a specific milestone of the timeline, this
leads to the insertion of milestones, which are not aligned to the milestone frequency and therefore
do not actually store any body data. Such milestones only mark the occurrence of one or more events
during a specific step and are called event milestones, as opposed to ”full” milestones, which store
all the body data to reconstruct specific time steps, and are therefore called reconstruct milestones.
This is not a problem per se, but the difference has to be made clear since both forms of milestones
are based on the exact same data structure, but are handled differently by the editor.
Figure 5 demonstrates this with a small example: consider a tiny simulation with a milestone
frequency value of ten, and containing only two bodies, each of which is pulled down by gravity. The
second of these bodies is created during time step 15. Consequently, the milestone associated with
the tenth time step only stores the dynamic data of the first body. The next reconstruct milestone
occurs ten steps later, during time step 20. Since the second bodies is now active as well, this
reconstruct milestone records the dynamic data of bodies one and two. The actual creation event is
stored in an event milestone associated with time step 15. This event milestone does not hold any
body data to reconstruct the 15th step, but only the information necessary to re-create the adding
of the second cube.
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body data
events
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body data
events
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Figure 5: Three time steps (left) and their reconstruction (right) after jumping back in time.
The second issue with only registering every n-th time step as a full milestone, affects the
reconstruction of time steps: since the user should still be able to jump arbitrarily through the
simulation’s time frame, the reconstruction of time steps between milestones now requires some
additional effort. The details of this are explained in the following section, which deals with the first
real ped mechanism: the reconstruction of time steps.
2.3.2

Reconstruction

Jumping freely through a simulation’s time frame probably constitutes the by far most used ped
feature. The functionality to reconstruct any previously computed time step plays an essential
role to establish the program both as an editor to freely manipulate any given simulation, as well
as a versatile debugging tool to examine certain key situations over the course of a simulation
more carefully. In more prosaic terms, the ability to reconstruct time steps introduces two distinct
advantages: First, it overcomes the inability of the pe framework to go backwards in time, which
is primarily useful for debugging purposes. And second, since pe simulations can become quite
expensive in terms of computing time, it can be quite useful to be able to just jump directly to
some specific step in time, instead of having to run the simulation each time anew in order to reach
the desired time step (however, note the trade-off, as the costs of the jump just move from time
consuming to memory consuming).
A whole reconstruction operation basically consists of two steps: at first, the underlying pe state
is reset to a formerly computed state, using the data stored by the timeline milestone list and the
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editor’s body pool. Afterwards the Irrlicht scene is synchronized with the newly (re)constructed
pe state (remember that the user does not see the actual pe state, but only a collection of Irrlicht
meshes), and the reconstruction is complete. However, this is only the rough draft of the procedure,
as two additional factors have to be considered as well:
• Milestone frequency: In order to conserve memory resources, this value controls which time
steps are actually stored within timeline milestones. However, this directly implies that most
time steps can not be reconstructed directly from some milestone in storage.ped deals with this
issue by reconstructing the nearest possible milestone found in the timeline and then running
the remaining simulation steps via pe, until the desired target time step has been reached.
• Intern pe world state: The most common time ”jump” simply consists of going one step
forward. In this case no body reconstruction needs to take place, since the pe world already
holds the current state of the simulation and it is obviously faster to just run a single time
step instead of reconstructing the current state and then running the very same single time
step. In more general terms: Depending on the current time step’s position in relation to the
nearest milestone and the target step, it may suffice to simply run several pe steps without
any reconstruction taking place. This is the case if the current time step lies after the nearest
milestone, but still before the desired step. Consequently, pe only has to run the remaining
steps in between the current and the target step, without the need of reconstructing any
available milestone.
Figure 6 demonstrates how ped considers these factors and decides on how to reconstruct a
specific time step.
Go to step n
find nearest valid milestone
before target step n
yes

milestone < current timestep < step n
// reconstruct or continue simulation from here?

no

reconstruct milestone
// construct past pe state

yes
run pe until
step n is reached

n mod milestone_frequency == 0
// is the target timestep stored within the milestone?

synchronize pe
world state with
Irrlicht scene

no

pe simulates remaining
steps to target timestep

done

Figure 6: Time step reconstruction
Note that only valid milestones can be used for reconstruction: Should milestones become
obsolete, because of modifications introduced to the simulation after the milestones have been
recorded, they have to be recomputed and any time step reconstruction can not use them any more.
Consider Figure 7 for two example cases of reconstructions within a simulation with a milestone
frequency value of ten.
Case A of Figure 7 shows a straightforward time jump from step 15 to 23. All the milestones of
steps 10, 20 and 30 are valid and can be used for reconstruction. For step 23, the nearest milestone
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Figure 7: Two timeline examples
would be at time step 20.ped reconstructs all body data from this milestone and thereby resets the
underlying pe state to time step 20. Afterwards, pe runs three additional steps and thus reaches the
target time step 23. Finally the depicted scene on the screen is synchronized with the internal pe
world state of step 23 and the result of the reconstruction is shown to the user.
Case B of Figure 7 depicts a reconstruction which has to deal with some obstacles. Shown is the
same setup as above, but this time the milestones of time steps 20 and 30 are invalid, due to some
modification before step 20. Nevertheless, ped looks for the nearest milestone and since milestone 20
can not be used, it has to settle with the milestone of time step 10. However, this milestone does
not have to be reconstructed, since the current time step (15) of the simulation lies between the
nearest milestone (10) and the target step (23). Therefore the ”nearest” milestone is ignored and pe
just runs eight steps from its current state of step 15 and thus reaches step 23. Afterwards the scene
on screen is again adjusted to present the result of the reconstruction to the user.
Since simulating all required missing time steps is obviously done by the pe framework, ped
only needs to concern itself with the needed state conversions, i.e., recreating a fresh pe world from
a given milestone, and synchronizing a given pe world with the Irrlicht scene visible to the user.
The former of these two conversions is implemented in the milestoneToPeWorld() function of the
simulation class, and is presented by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Convert stored milestone state to pe world state
Data: milestone to be reconstructed
1
2

clear the pe world;
foreach DynamicBodyData object stored within the milestone’s body list or logged within the
milestone’s list of adding operations do

3

get the matching StaticBodyData entry from the simulaton’s body pool;

4

add the body to the pe world as defined by its static information;

5

place the body within the pe world as defined by its dynamic information;

6

end
While it might not always be necessary to reconstruct a former pe world state from milestone

data, the updating of the scene on screen obviously can never be skipped after jumping through
simulation time. This scene adjustment is done by the peWorldToIrrlicht() function, and is
depicted in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Synchronize Irrlicht scene with internal pe world state
1

mark all Irrlicht meshes as invisible;

2

foreach pe body held within the current pe world do

3

fetch the matching StaticBodyData entry from the simulation’s body pool;

4

get the body’s Irrlicht node from its static information;

5

mark the body’s Irrlicht node as visible;

6

set the node’s position and rotation according to the current values of the pe body;

7

end
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Editor events like adding or removing bodies, have been mentioned several times now, but never
really been taken care of in terms of how exactly they are handled by the editor. This section
already described that after most reconstruction operations, the editor has to run a few additional
time steps, in order to reach specific steps that were not stored explicitly within some milestones.
And of course, all events occurring during these steps have to be reconstructed as well. Note that
Algorithm 1 already has to consider not only all the bodies stored within a milestone’s body list,
but also all bodies that were added to the simulation during its associated time step, by iterating
the milestone’s list of adding operations as well.
However, this is only the first step when simulating additional steps after the initial milestone
restoration of a time jump: After every reconstruction milestone may lie an arbitrary mix of adding
and removal operations, all of which have to be picked up and applied to the current state of the
pe world. Additionally, the future timeline might not even be valid anymore: consider case B of
Figure 7 once more, as the user in this example jumps over an invalid milestone in order to reach
the desired time step. While this might not be an explicit user event, it still cannot just be ignored,
since invalidated milestones have to be revalidated as soon as possible, in order to regain their
original usefulness. In short: running along the timeline in order to reach some desired step, consists
of more than just simulating the necessary steps via the pe framework. The complete procedure is
described in the following section.
2.3.3

Running Along the Timeline

There are two different situations when the user goes forward in simulation time. The first one is
simple: Suppose the simulation is situated at the latest step of the current time frame and the user
expands the timeline, by adding the next time step to the simulation (i.e., running a new simulation
step for the first time). In this case, no previously recorded user events may be picked up, since
the simulation just now arrives at this time step for the first time. The only thing that has to be
considered, is whether a new milestone is due: This is always the case if the milestone frequency is a
divisor of the newly added time step, which immediately requires the ped framework to create a
new milestone and add it to the timeline milestone list. Afterwards, the simulation class function
peWorldToMilestone() is called, to store the current state of the pe world within this newly created
milestone, as depicted in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3: Store the current state of the pe world within a given milestone
Data: milestone
1

foreach pe body held within the current pe world do

2

create a new DynamicBodyData object dData;

3

record the pe body’s position, rotation and velocities within the dData container;

4

add the dData container to the milestone’s body list;

5

end
As can be seen, all pe bodies currently active within the pe world are iterated, their dynamic

data is recorded within DynamicBodyData structures, and these are in turn inserted into the new
milestone’s body data list. In this manner, a simulation may just run along on its own, while
simultaneously creating its own framework for later jumps and reconstructions within its established
frame of time.
The second situation for a timeline run are jumps to steps that do not correspond to the
milestone frequency and therefore require some additional steps being run after an initial milestone
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reconstruction, in order to reach the desired final step. Equivalent to this case, a timeline run also
occurs when the simulation simply runs along within its current time frame as the user revisits some
past section of the simulation. These two cases are internally treated identically: The editor has to
scan the timeline for any previously recorded events that need to be repeated, while at the same
time being on the lookout for invalid milestones on the way. All in all, the editor needs to check
each step of the timeline for the following occurrences:
• <add body> event: This event is stored within a milestone’s list of adding operations, and
marks the introduction of an additional rigid body to the simulation during the associated
time step. The stored event itself simply consists of a single DynamicBodyData structure,
which contains all the required information to place a body at its initial position within the
simulation. Note that the body’s static data is not stored within the logged creation event,
but within the simulation’s body pool, as the body is considered to be a part of the overall
simulation even when not actually active during some of its time steps.
• <remove body> event: Being the inverse of a body’s creation, these events are stored within
a milestone’s list of removal operations and mark the end of a body’s existence, which began
with an <add body> operation. The event itself merely stores a single ID, which identifies
the rigid body to be removed during the event’s time step. Note that there can never be an
adding and removal operation of the same body during the same time step. Since these events
would cancel each other, none of them is logged and the respective body is thus completely
removed from the simulation.
• <modify body> event: Body modifications are subject to a different set of rules (see Section
2.4.3 for details) as the more common adding and removal events, but they can still be picked
up by a timeline run. They are stored as a DynamicBodyData structure within the associated
milestone’s list of body data and hold the modified state of the respectively modified body. A
milestone which holds one or more modifications denotes this by an active modify flag, which
tells the timeline to apply all logged modifications.
• Invalid milestone: When coming across an invalidated milestone, it has to be revalidated
immediately in order to be available for later reconstructions. This means the obsolete data
of the milestone has to be replaced with the up to date state information of the milestone’s
associated time step. Luckily this is very simple, since every time an invalid milestone is
reached, the current pe world of course holds this very state. All that needs to be done, is calling
the peWorldToMilestone() function to execute Algorithm 3, and the obsolete milestone can
be used again.
• Active generators: Generators are meta objects which can be placed within the simulation
and configured to create an arbitrary amount of new rigid bodies over the course of the
simulation. Therefore, an active generator is not an event as such, but still has to be considered
when running along the timeline. Essentially this means querying every active generator and
ask whether it adds new bodies to the simulation during the current time step. (As generators
are no real events to be picked up, they are only mentioned here for the sake of completeness.
For the full details on how they work, see Section 2.4.4.)
Since all events that need to be picked up while running along the simulation’s established
timeline are directly extracted from the milestones of their respective time steps, the editor can safely
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run through all time steps which are not linked to either an event- or a reconstruct-milestone. On
the other hand, once a milestone is encountered, it has to be checked for all of the above possibilities.
The complete procedure of following the timeline is implemented within the simulation’s gotoStep()
function and its helper runTimeline(), as is depicted in Figure 8.
Run from current
step to step n
false

while current_step < n

true

go to the next timestep

// is the current step a milestone?

no

no
query active
generators to
add new bodies

no

no

n mod milestone_frequency == 0

// expand the timeline by a new step?

// is a new milestone is required?

yes
yes

add new milestone to timeline

query timeline for current_step
no

current_step == final_step == n -1

// all new milestones: valid flag == false

// run single pe simulation step
// increment current_step

no

no

yes

milestone rem_ops list size != 0
// are there any removal operations?

milestone valid flag == false
// only check for reconstruct milestones!

milestone add_ops list size != 0
// are there any adding operations?

milestone modify flag == true
// are there any body modifications?

done

yes

yes

yes

yes

remove listed bodies from pe world

call peWorldToMilestone

add listed bodies to pe world

apply modifications to pe world bodies

Figure 8: Expanding the timeline and picking up events
Up to this point, body events only appeared within the timeline as previously defined objects,
which just need to be handled when stumbled upon during streaming through the simulation’s
timeline. However, there is more to these events than just adding a body data structure to some
milestone, as both the complete timeline and the body pool need to be considered each time the
simulation is modified. The following section explains this in detail, and reviews all the central
operations which directly modify the simulation itself and how they are implemented within the
now established framework of the simulation’s body pool and timeline.

2.4

Manipulating the Timeline

The user has a lot of options to interact with ped and its enclosed simulation: Body data may be
extracted, jumps through time are available and the displaying of the simulation can be adapted.
However the most essential functionality of ped as an editor naturally consists of the possibility to
change the course of the running simulation itself by adding, modifying, or removing rigid bodies at
any time.
Before explaining each of these mechanisms however, it should be noted how the actual execution
of the respective features was designed in the first place, as each of these mechanisms could have been
implemented in various different ways. As an example, ped could have been designed to only consider
the initial simulation setup of the first time step as fixed, and all later modifications as temporary,
i.e., all changes of the simulation after the first time step would be discarded, should the user jump
back to a time step before the respective change has been introduced to the simulation. While
some people might find this implementation completely sensible, others might strongly disagree.
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Therefore each modification in this section is first introduced via its ”behavior” and only afterwards
its actual implementation is presented.
Another aspect which affects every form of timeline manipulation, is their respective impact
on later time steps. Luckily, no rigid body might kill its own grandfather, but any changes to the
simulation nevertheless have severe consequences for all the following steps. Namely, they all become
invalid. As an example, suppose a simulation filled with bodies, which divides its space with a
large, thin box and thereby partitions its space into two separate areas. Should this box be deleted,
it may completely alter the following course of the simulation. Unfortunately, there is now way
for the editor to know of such global consequences, and therefore has to assume that any change
made to the simulation renders all stored data of future time steps obsolete. However, note that
any events of future time steps are not invalidated, since they may still take place – under different
circumstances perhaps, but they are still considered to be a valid part of the simulation. Consider
body generators as a short example as to why this is useful: Suppose a simulation, which consists of
some form of container, that collects a number of randomly generated bodies that fall from the sky.
After some time, the user decides to alter the shape of the container. This of course changes the
course of the simulation completely, since all the falling bodies are now dropping into a different
container than before. However, precisely this line of thought obviously requires the body adding
events produced by the generator to stay as a part of the simulation, while the actual logged body
data within the timeline clearly becomes obsolete. Consequently, the simulation class provides the
invalidateFutureMilestones() function to mark any future time steps to be obsolete. As this
essential function is used by every timeline modification it is presented here in advance as Algorithm
4 and will later on only be referenced within the text.
Algorithm 4: Invalidate all future milestones
1

foreach milestone stored within the timeline do
if milestone time step > current time step then

2

delete all the milestone’s body data;

3
4

set milestone’s valid flag to false;

5

if milestone is useless then remove milestone from timeline;
end

6
7

end
Note that Algorithm 4 also looks for ”useless” (i.e.,empty) milestones and removes them from

the timeline. Such milestones might be event-milestones, that used to store the creation event of
a single body and were tasked later with the storage of the removal event of the very same body.
This happens when the user removes any body during the same time step it was originally created.
(Useless milestones may also occur when a time jump cancels a body modification as described in
Section 2.4.3.)
Regarding the complete editor, the actual parameters for all timeline modifications are naturally
entered by the user and transmitted by the user interface to the simulation, which in turn is then
tasked with updating its internal management structures – body pool and timeline – in order to
apply the respective user command. In the following, all the timeline modifying operations are
examined as seen by the simulation class only, while all user interactions are handled in Section
3.2.5.
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2.4.1

Adding Bodies

Being one of the more important ped features, the introduction of a new body to the simulation
is examined first. It constitutes a permanent alteration of the simulation, and stays a part of the
timeline no matter of following time jumps.
When a new rigid body is added, the simulation class is provided with one StaticBodyData
sub-class object, depending of the body’s type, and one DynamicBodyData container. These two
data structures hold all necessary information to insert the body into the simulation and add it to
the underlying pe state, the complete procedure of which is depicted in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5: Adding a new body to the simulation
Data: One pair of StaticBodyData (sData) and DynamicBodyData (dData) objects
1 newID ← newly generated unique ID value;
2

set sData and dData ID value to newID;

3

if sData body type indicates a union then assign individual IDs to each body of the union;

4

create a new pe body peBody according to the specifications stored within the sData container;

5

foreach pe body within pe world do check for overlap with peBody;

6

if prior step reports overlap then destroy constructed peBody and return;

7

if current time step is a milestone then

8
9
10

milestone ms ← current time step’s milestone;
else
milestone ms ← new empty event-milestone;

11

end

12

add dData to ms list of adding operations;

13

add sData to simulation body pool;

14

invalidateFutureMilestones()
The first thing that happens to the new body is in part the most important one: it has to be

tagged with its own unique ID, which will identify this body for the rest of its lifetime, as well as
link it to any events which directly affect it. When adding a union, all of its bodies are tagged
individually, and the union compound itself is assigned an additional parent ID, which is used to
identify the union object as a whole. Afterwards a pe body is created according to the information
given via the data containers and immediately is checked against all other bodies currently residing
within the pe world for potential collisions. Should the new body find itself partly within another
body, it will not be added to the simulation. If the body can be placed, the event of adding the body
has to be recorded within a milestone. Should the current time step already be associated with a
milestone, the operation – in the form of the provided DynamicBodyData object – simply is added
to the list of adding operations of the milestone. Otherwise, a new milestone has to be created
and the event subsequently logged in the same manner. To complete the process, the supplied
StaticBodyData container is added to the simulation’s body pool and Algorithm 4 is called to wipe
all stored body state data from later milestones.
The actual construction of the pe body is encapsulated within the simulation’s pe addBody()
function, which calls the pe programming interface, constructs the respective body as defined by its
static data, and positions it within the pe world using the information of its dynamic data. Unions
are constructed the same way, but require a small loop in order to call the pe interface once per
sub-body and one additional time to construct the parent object. Note that the three dimensional
body actually seen on screen is not constructed by the simulation class, but by the user interface
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(see Section 3.1.3 for the details).
2.4.2

Removing Bodies

Like the adding of a body, its removal is also an operation which stays permanent over time, and
every once deleted body will stay deleted after the time step of the removal event. However, the
body is still considered a part of the simulation, as long as there is at least one time step difference
between the body’s adding and removal event. Only if a body is deleted during the same time step
as it was created, it is completely removed from the simulation. Also note that a body’s deletion
can be pushed back through time, by jumping to a step before its original removal, and deleting it
again. It will then always be removed at the time of the earliest logged removal event. Algorithm 6
summarizes the necessary steps of this procedure.
Algorithm 6: Removing a body from the simulation
Data: ID of the body about to be removed (removalID)
1

destroy the pe world body by calling the pe interface;

2

get the body’s Irrlicht node and mark it as invisible;
// timeline case #1:

3

new modify milestone required

if current time step is not a milestone then

4

add new empty milestone to the timeline;

5

add removalID to milestone’s list of removal operations;

6

end
// timeline case #2:

7

body was created during the current time step

else if current milestone contains adding operation tagged with ID removalID then

8

remove the adding operation from the respective list stored in the current milestone;

9

remove the body’s static data from the simulation’s body pool;

10

if current milestone just became useless then

11

remove the current milestone from the timeline;

12

end
// timeline case #3:

13

current time step holds state data of the removed body

else if current time step is a reconstruct milestone then

14

remove the dynamic body data of the deleted body from the current milestone’s body list;

15

add removalID to milestone’s list of removal operations;

16

end

17

invalidateFutureMilestones()

18

foreach milestone after the current time step do

19

if milestone contains removal operation tagged with ID removalID then

20

delete removal operation from future milestone;

21

end
As can be seen, this procedure is somewhat more complex than the adding of a body. Also note

that in most cases, the body’s representation on screen is actually not removed at all, but merely
switched off, so that it may be used again at some later point, should the user choose to jump back
to a time step before the body’s removal event. The Irrlicht node itself is acquired via the body’s
static data which is extracted from the body pool by using the provided removal ID. Afterwards, the
deletion of the body has to be embedded within the simulation’s timeline without leaving an invalid
chain of events. If the current step is no milestone, one has to be added to record the operation for
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later reconstruction. Otherwise, it has to be checked whether the current milestone already holds the
adding event of the body about to be removed, in which case all the body’s data is deleted from the
simulation. Note that most of this is actually done by the destructor of its core data container, the
StaticBodyData object, which among other things takes care of the removal of the body’s Irrlicht
node. In case the body is only be removed from the current step and the future timeline instead of
the whole simulation, the removal process is much simpler if the current step is a milestone: the
deletion operation has to be logged – storing the removed body’s ID is all that is required – and the
body’s reconstruct data has to be removed from the milestones body data list.
2.4.3

Modifying Bodies

The ability to arbitrarily modify a bodies spatial state – its position, and rotation – during any
time step of a running simulation was one of the central requirements for ped . How exactly a
body modification should proceed however, was a more controversial issue, as the various proposed
approaches were subject to different advantages and disadvantages. The following two procedures
both implement a body modification feature, but differ from each other quite substantially. This
demonstrates the degrees of freedom that have to be decided on, when planning a mechanism such
as this one.
• Permanent modifications: This approach treats body modifications like other timeline
events and just like adding or removal operations, a body modification would be considered a
valid part of the simulation, no matter of the current time step. Consequently, any modification
would have to be reconstructed, just like a body’s adding or removal event. In order to rid the
simulation of the modification, the user would have to manually select the body during the
time step of the modification and undo the operation with the press of a button. To keep the
course of the simulation understandable, every body would only be allowed to be modified
once, and each further modification would require the canceling of the currently active one.
• Temporary modifications: As the name already suggests, this approach would consider
any modifications only as temporary alterations of the course of the simulation. To be more
precise, every jump to a time step before some modification would automatically undo the
operation. As a consequence, each body could be modified several times in a row, with the
simulation always presenting the sum of all modifications. However, this also implies that
the removal of any modification via time jump would immediately result in the invalidation
of all the following time steps, since the now terminated modification might have had global
consequences for the rest of the simulation, which now no longer hold true, as the modification
has been cancelled. In addition, any modified bodies are marked with a special symbol, which
is attached to the body on screen, in order to be able to immediately identify modified bodies
and avoid perceiving their behavior as erroneous.
The latter of these two approaches describes how body modifications are implemented in the
current version of ped . Figure 9 demonstrates an example of this mechanism, as it works together
with time jumps and step reconstructions.
Depicted is a small time frame of some arbitrary simulation, with a milestone frequency of
ten. The user currently is situated at time step 35, and all reconstruct milestones of the timeline
hold valid body data. For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that the simulation contains only
a single body. This body was modified twice: once at time step 13, and a second time during
time step 25. In the example, the user now decides to jump back to step 17.ped then looks for
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Figure 9: Example of the ped modify mechanic
an appropriate reconstruct-milestone and finds it at step 10. At the same time, the editor checks
all milestones between the target step (17) and the current time step (35) for modifications, and
finds the one at step 25. This modification is immediately cancelled and all milestones after time
step 25 consequently become obsolete. Afterwards, the picked milestone is used to reconstruct the
tenth time step of the simulation. Since this is not the target step however, the editor runs seven
additional steps along the timeline and picks up the first modification of the simulation’s body at
step 13, and thus arrives at the desired point in time with a clean timeline.
In order to identify bodies that were modified at some step during the simulation, the static
body data structures are outfitted with an additional modify value, which stores the earliest time
step at which the respective body was modified over the course of the simulation. Similarly, all
milestone structures hold a flag which denotes whether any rigid body was modified during their
respective time step. Note that any body, which is modified during the step of its creation is actually
not being considered modified by the timeline, meaning that all changes of a body’s creation will be
permanent through the rest of the simulation and no event is recorded. The future timeline however,
still needs to be invalidated when this occurs. To modify a body, all the needed data is provided
within a single DynamicBodyData structure, as with the current version of the editor no static body
parameters are yet modifiable. The complete procedure of body modifications is finally depicted in
Algorithm 7.
The first thing to do is to update the actual body within the pe world. If this leads to an
illegal position within another body, the procedure is aborted. Should the body have been created
during the time step of its modification, the alteration of its data is considered to be permanent
and thus will not be marked as a true modification (which would be reversible). If this is not the
case, but the current step nevertheless is a milestone, its body list is updated with the provided
DynamicBodyData container given by the modification operation. Thereby, either the body data
within a reconstruct-milestone is updated, or the operation is logged within an event-milestone
(remember that event-milestones normally do not store body data – the respective list can thus be
used to house modify events). Afterwards the milestone’s modify flag is checked. Should the current
time step not be associated with a milestone, one has to be created to log the modify event: As
above the DynamicBodyData container which holds the modified body state is added to the new
milestone’s body data list, and its modify flag is checked. To conclude the procedure, the modified
body’s static data is pulled from the body pool via the ID tag stored by the DynamicBodyData
structure. The position of the body’s Irrlicht node is updated as well to present the modification
to the user, and the body’s modify value is set to the minimum of its current value or the current
time step. This ”time signature” is therefore the only value within a set of static data, which may
actually change over the course of the simulation, and is solely used by the editor’s body notes
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Algorithm 7: Modifying a simulation body
Data: DynamicBodyData container dData
1 bodyID ← ID stored within dData;
2 get pe body via ID from within current pe world;
3 update pe body spatial state with dData information;
4 foreach pe body within pe world do check for overlap with modified body;
5 if prior loop determined overlap then return;
// special case:
6
7
8

body was added in this step → permanent modify

if current step is milestone which holds adding operation tagged with bodyID then
replace the respective DynamicDataStructure stored within current milestone’s adding
operations with dData;
end
// timeline case #1

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

if current time step is a milestone then
if current time step holds dynamic data tagged with dData then
replace the respective DynamicDataStructure stored within current milestone’s body
list with dData;
else
add dData to current milestone’s body list;
end
set current milestone’s modify flag to true;
end
// timeline case #2

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

else if current time step is not a milestone then
add new empty event-milestone to the timeline;
store dData container within the new milestone’s body list;
set new milestone’s modify flag to true;
end
invalidateFutureMilestones()
get modified body’s static data (sData) via dData ID tag from body pool;
get body’s Irrlicht node from sData and update according to spatial state stored within dData;
sData modify value ← minimum(current sData modify value, current time step);

functionality (see Section 3.3.1 for details).
2.4.4

Body Generators

Generators are a very different way of timeline manipulation than the preceding three operations
of adding, removing and modifying. They do not deal with only a single rigid body, but in fact
an ultimately unknown number of bodies, and consequently are a little bit more complex than
the three basic body operations. However, their mechanism is a lot easier to follow, as their basic
principle is very intuitive: Body generators are meta objects that act like a water hose filled with
rigid bodies, which they simply spray into the world. Body generators provide an automated way to
generate an arbitrary number of bodies, and they do so in a rather useful fashion which would be
very inconvenient to replicate by placing the respective bodies by hand.
In order to be as flexible as possible, body generators offer a wide variety of parameters to
configure: the type of the generated bodies can be chosen (as well as randomized), their initial
velocities can be set and the body generating opening of their ”water hose” – its emitter – is
adjustable. In total, a body generator is defined by all the values enumerated in Listing 4.
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Listing 4: Body Generator parameters
Generator {
/* generator area */
Vec3 position ;
// the center of the body emitter
Vec3 direction ;
// the direction in which the emitter is facing
real gen_radius ;
// the radius of the generator emitter
/* generated bodies */
BodyType
body_type ;
// what type of body is generated ( can be random )
MaterialID body_material ;
// material of the generated bodies
real
body_speed ;
// speed at which each body leaves the generator
real
body_size ;
// size of the generated bodies
Quat
body_rotation ;
// rotation at which bodies leave the generator
/* creation parameters */
unsigned frequency ;
// bodies are generated every n - th step
unsigned lifetime ;
// how many time steps the generator will stay active
unsigned quantity ;
// how many bodies are ( at most ) generated at once
/* allowed parameter deviations */
real dev_speed ;
// possible speed variation per body
real dev_rotation ;
// possible rotation deviation per body
real dev_direction ;
// possible directional deviation per body
real dev_size ;
// possible size variation per body
/* management */
unsigned gen_s tart_st ep ;
// time step the generator was placed
unsigned b o d i e s _ g en e r a t e d ;
// how many bodies have been created so far
unsigned g e ne ra to r _l im it ;
// how many bodies will be created at most
};

When newly placed within the simulation, a generator is depicted by a blue circular emitter
gizmo, which is located at the generator’s position, is scaled by its radius, and tilted perpendicular
to its direction. Every generated body is created somewhere on this gizmo’s surface, and a generator
may create any type of primitives (except planes) or a random mix of them. Additionally, generators
may distribute unions as well, where one generator creates one type of union bodies (i.e., a mix of
unions would require more than one generator). The bodies themselves are created periodically
over time, with the generator’s frequency parameter being the deciding factor. It dictates in which
steps new bodies are generated: A value of one leads to the creation of new bodies at every step,
while a value of ten rules the generator to only create new bodies every tenth step. Note that this
frequency takes the time step during which the generator itself was placed as reference, which means
that ”every tenth step” does not necessarily mean steps 10,20,30 and so on, but could also mean –
for example – during steps 13, 23, 33, if the generator was set up at step 13. Every time a generator
creates a new set of bodies, its quantity value tells how many bodies may be created simultaneously.
However, note that the area within which new bodies appear is naturally of limited size, which
means that if too much (or too large) bodies are generated, these immediately would be stuck within
each other. To avoid this, every newly generated body has to pass a collision check against all other
bodies in order to be actually created within the simulation. Consequently, a generator’s quantity
states not the absolute number of created bodies per step, but rather an upper bound. Also note
that generators do not carry on indefinitely, but have a lifetime value, which denotes after how
many time step they are no longer considered active and stop producing new bodies.
Additionally, each generator has a set of deviation values, which randomize each individual
body’s initial parameter set, and in case a deviation value is not zero, the generator’s associated
parameter is not anymore just taken as is. Instead it is considered a ”guideline”, which serves as
a starting value when randomly determining the body’s actual value. As an example assume a
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generator’s base speed of ten, and a speed deviation of three. Each newly created body will then be
based on the same set of values – except for speed, which will vary individually between seven and
13 per body. An important (at least as far as the implementation is concerned) of these deviation
values is the directional deviation, which actually separates generators into two groups: parallel and
divergent. Parallel (no deviation) generators accelerate all their bodies in the same direction and
their respective position within the generator’s area of creation is decided at random and completely
independent from their respective exit velocity. Divergent (deviation 6= zero) generators on the other
hand shift a body’s position the more away from the emitter’s center, the more their individual
exit velocity vector deviates from the generator’s main direction. This dispenses the bodies more
evenly over the available space, as well as leading to the distribution the user intuitively expects, as
is depicted by Figure 10.
place somewhere
on dashed circle

deviation angle

Figure 10: Agreeable body positioning for divergent generators
Bodies, which are generated with exit velocities deviating from the emitters main direction have
to consider this variation and its link to the body’s exit position, in order to avoid chaotic behavior.
Consequently, bodies of divergent generators are still placed randomly on the emitter’s surface, but
then take this position into account when computing the body’s exit velocity. This leads to the neat
body distribution depicted in the above figure, while the length of the body’s velocity vector can
still be randomized in order to achieve varied exit speed values per individual body, as demonstrated
by Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Exit velocity computation for divergent generators
To further customize a generator, a uniform body size parameter can be used. This is just a
single value for all types of primitives and affects the scale of generated bodies in a predefined way,
in order to simplify the setup of a new generator. The radius of all generated spheres, the side
lengths of all boxes as well as the dimensions of all capsules are aligned to this value. For more
variety, the body size deviation can be set to some value unequal to zero (in fact, this is the only
way to generate boxes that are not cubes).
To showcase some of the effects of all these parameters, Figure 12 shows three examples of body
generators. On the left, a simple generator creates a random distribution of basic primitives, which
in addition are randomly rotated – if they were not, all capsules and boxes would be perfectly aligned
with the coordinate system, which looks very artificial. The other two generators just produce
spheres, and demonstrate the difference between parallel and divergent generators.
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Figure 12: Examples of three differently parameterized body generators
To run a generator, two general steps need to be taken: first, the generator naturally has to be
added to the simulation. Afterwards, during any run along the timeline, the time step has to be
checked continuously in order to give all active generators the chance to create their bodies as the
simulation progresses further. Note that it is not possible to do this beforehand: Since all collision
checks consider only the current step, the editor has no way of knowing the spatial situation of future
time steps. This means a generator may not initially create a pool of bodies and just release them
during the appropriate time steps, as the may immediately overlap with the surrounding bodies.
Instead, a generator creates its bodies on demand only during the steps it is supposed to, and the
editor is able to perform the required collision checks.
To add a generator to a running simulation, a generator object (as already seen in Listing
4), is handed from the user interface to the simulation and added to the simulation’s intern
active generators list. In order to then let a generator do its actual job, it is repeatedly queried
whether it wishes to generate new bodies during the current time step. If so, the generator will
answer ”yes” by providing a newly created rigid body in the form of a complete set of body data
– one StaticBodyData and one DynamicBodyData container – which is then fed directly to the
simulation’s addBody() function (which takes care of the aforementioned collision check), described
in Section 2.4.1. Since the generator may want to create more than one body, this query has to
be repeated until the generator replies ”no” by returning no actual data. This procedure takes
place immediately after a new generator has been introduced to the simulation, to set off its first
wave of bodies. After that, all active body generators are continuously queried as the user runs the
simulation along the timeline (Figure 8 in Section 2.3.3 shows how this query is embedded within
the timeline running procedure). The actual procedure how the generator reacts to such a query
and creates new bodies according to its specifications is shown in Algorithm 8, which depicts the
generateBody() function of the generator class.
The first thing to do is to check whether the generator may create new bodies during the current
time step at all: if the current step takes place before the generator was introduced to the simulation,
or the generator’s intern frequency value denies it, no body can be created during the current step
and the query to the generator fails immediately. Otherwise it needs to be checked whether the
generator has already met its quota of bodies for the current time step: should the user jump back
in time, and revisit a step during which the generator already created a heap of bodies, than this
generator is not allowed to do so again. If there are still bodies left to create up to the current time
step, the generator proceeds to do so, by computing the necessary body data.
First comes the static data, which is constructed out of the known body type (or randomly
chosen if desired), the stored material ID and the universal size value (where the size also my
be subject to random modifications). If the generator is to construct unions, a special class is
called, which creates the StaticBodyData container required for the respective union (this special
BodyConstructor class is a set of tools to encapsulate this sort of functionality, see 3.1.3 for all the
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Algorithm 8: Body generator algorithm to create new rigid bodies
1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8

if no bodies are to be generated during the current time step then
early exit: return no data;
end
based on the time step, and the generator’s quantity and frequency values, compute the
number of bodies which up to the current time step can be created at the most;
if generator has not yet produced as many bodies as it can up to this point then
check body type and use body size, and body material to generate a new set of
StaticBodyData;
randomize the new body’s size as specified by the user;
compute the body’s random exit position, based on the generator’s position, its direction
and radius;
// different exit velocity/direction for parallel and divergent generators

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17

if no directional deviation specified by the user then
compute exit velocity for a parallel generator;
else
compute exit velocity for a divergent generator;
end
compute (randomized) rotation, as specified by the user;
generate new DynamicBodyData set from the computed exit position, exit velocity and
rotation;
increment bodies generated counter to record the number of so far generated bodies;
return generated body data;
// Afterwards, addBody() handles the actual adding procedure, including all overlap checks
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end

details). Afterwards the dynamic body data can be generated: the generator’s spatial parameters
are used to compute a randomized exit position for the body, which in turn is taken to find an exit
velocity (which simultaneously denotes the body’s direction). Figure 11 demonstrates this for the
case of a divergent generator. Parallel generators simply randomize the position on the emitter and
use the normalized core direction of the generator, multiplied by the body’s individual speed as
the body’s velocity vector. Once all the body data is complete, the generator increments its body
counter and returns the newly created rigid body.
In addition to just counting them, every generator also stores a handle to all of its created bodies.
This is used in case the generator gets deleted, which is only allowed during the time step the
generator was first introduced to the simulation, and completely removes all its generated bodies
from the whole simulation. This process works in two stages: first, all generated bodies currently
active in the pe world are removed, which corresponds to the initial body wave of the generator and
simply can be done by calling the default removeBody() function. In addition, all bodies which are
generated during some later point of the current time frame have to be removed as well. This is
done by first searching the timeline for each individual body’s adding and possible removal events,
all of which are consequently deleted. Afterwards the body’s entry in the body pool is removed and
thus the simulation rid of the respective body. This procedure works very similar to the default
way of removing a body described in Section 2.4.2, with the notable difference being, that not only
bodies created during the current time step are deleted, but also bodies, which come into existence
at some later point of the current time frame.
As far as the simulation is concerned, generators conclude the collection of ped tools. All the
remaining features are based on this functionality and all further simulation access can be considered
read-only, which does not modify the actual course of the simulation. The subsequent section
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provides a short summary of all the central elements the overall simulation encapsulated within ped
is based on, in order to shortly recapitulate this complete chapter.

2.5

Simulation Summary

This section will not present any additional features of the editor, but rather is intended to serve as
a short overview of the simulation’s core elements and how they are linked together, in order to
further a more global understanding of how the editor executes its various tasks.
The only thing an external user perceives of a running simulation, is its graphical representation
on the screen. This scene depicts some specific time step within an expandable time frame during
which the actual simulation takes place. The actual bodies seen in this scene, however, are not the
actual rigid bodies themselves, but only a small – but naturally very important – part of a whole
network of data, which in its entirety makes up this unique rigid body, and is depicted in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Simulation class overview
The most intuitive part of this network is the simulation’s body pool, which stores a record of
every body appearing at some point of the simulation. However, since some of a body’s data does
not change during said simulation, it is split into two parts, and the body pool only handles the
static half. The other half – a bodies dynamic data – is stored within the various milestones of a
simulation’s timeline.
This timeline is the primary tool to enable arbitrary jumps through the simulation’s time frame,
as well as expanding this time frame as far as memory resources allow it. This is facilitated by the
timeline’s milestones, which essentially store snapshots of the simulation during specific points in
time, and thereby allow for the reconstruction of past time steps. In addition, these milestones
log all modifications of the timeline introduced by the user, in order to reconstruct them as well
whenever necessary. Such events are always linked to specific bodies, which is implemented by a
shared ID of all data elements concerning the same body.
The actual consequences of such events, as well as any other body interactions, are finally
computed by the underlying pe, which always holds the state of the simulation’s current time step,
and provides all the body data stored by the editor or asked for directly by the user. In order to do
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so however, the user still requires some kind of convenient interface. This user interface will be the
focus of the next chapter.
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3

The User Interface

3.1

Overview

As already depicted by Figure 1 in the introduction, the user never actually interacts with the
ped simulation directly. Instead, all calls to the simulation are made via an additional layer in
between: the ped graphical user interface (or just GUI for short). This interface allows the user to
access all the simulation’s features described in the previous chapter, while also providing some
additional functionality of its own. Figure 14 depicts the user interface as it looks when starting a
new simulation.

Figure 14: The ped graphical user interface
Most of the editor’s primary functionality can be directly accessed via the icons depicted in
Figure 14. The various GUI elements are as follows:
• Editing Tools: The five red symbols in the upper left of the screen form the primary access
to the editor’s tools to modify the running simulation. This includes the adding of new rigid
bodies, constructing new unions, or placing generators. The complete functionality of the
editing tools and how they are implemented is described in Section 3.2.
• The GUI warning system: Situated on top of the editing tools, in the upper left corner,
and displayed as a slightly transparent grey rectangle, the GUI warning system constitutes
the primary tool for the editor to give feedback to the user. This feedback is given by printing
various warnings, system messages, and the ability of the GUI warning system to point out
specific rigid bodies within the simulation world.
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• Options: To the right of the GUI warning system, in the upper right corner, a small set of
buttons is displayed. These offer the access to the various display options of the editor, as well
as allowing the user to save the current simulation, as far as it has progressed yet, to a file on
the hard disk. (This is one of two custom ped file formats. As these do not actually contribute
to the simulation itself, they are omitted in the main test and only described in Appendix B.)
• Time control: Placed at the very bottom of the screen, all buttons to manipulate the
simulation’s flow of time can be found. In the bottom right corner, a collection of buttons offer
various methods of skipping through time. Directly to the left of this panel, the simulation’s
time slider is situated. This slider is directly linked to the current time step and allows the
user to just scroll arbitrarily through the simulation’s time frame. Immediately above the time
slider and time control panel, a small visualization of the timeline can be found. In its initial
state it does not show very much, however as the simulation progresses, it presents a handy
overview of the simulation’s timeline and its various milestones.
• State icons: Directly above the timeline visualization, the current state of the editor is
depicted. To the left, the current time step and the final time step of the current time frame is
printed, while on the right a small set of icons denote the current state of the editor’s camera
(for example whether it is currently linked to the mouse or not).
• Coordinate system: When placing new bodies or getting the state information from already
existing ones, it is always useful to know the simulation’s frame of reference, i.e., the alignment
of the coordinate system. In order to keep the user informed which ways the different axes
are actually pointing, the editor always marks the center of the simulation world, as well as
drawing an identical marker in the middle of the screen. In addition, a handy grid can be
displayed (and switched off, if desired), which marks a small section of the axis aligned planes
around the center.
In order to ease new users into using ped , a tutorial overlay is available, which is directly drawn
on top of the GUI and shortly explains what functions can be found where. It can be switched
on and off by pressing the [F1] key, and is mentioned immediately after starting a new simulation
by the GUI warning system (which also prints a short welcoming message and the editor’s current
version number). In addition to the tutorial panels, the complete user interface is outfitted with an
extensive set of tooltips, which explain most buttons when the mouse cursors shortly hovers above
them.
The actual GUI elements themselves, the various buttons and windows, are a part of the Irrlicht
engine, which provides the functionality to construct an arbitrary interface from basic building
blocks, like text panels, lists or check boxes (all the icons are self made however), as well as offering
the corresponding mechanisms to handle GUI events like ”button was clicked”.
In the following, the more mundane aspects of the ped GUI are covered: the initial startup
procedure and the setup of the GUI state, the mechanism to catch user input and issue warnings,
and the utility class which actually constructs all the three dimensional meshes seen on screen. All
of these are not directly influencing a running simulation, but still play important roles during the
use of the actual program, and therefore are collected here as parts of the GUI overview, in order to
be referenced later where necessary.
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3.1.1

Startup and GUI State

The first thing presented to the user after starting ped is its startup dialog, as depicted in Figure 15.
Here the user has to decide whether a new empty simulation should be initialized, or a formerly
saved timeline should be reconstructed from file. In the former case, the new simulation can be
given a name, and its basic parameters can be set up. These include the size of a single time step,
the simulation’s milestone frequency and the simulation world’s gravity – the latter of which is
entered in the form of a three dimensional vector, which can be interpreted as gravity when directed
downwards, but may also serve as another arbitrary directed global force within the simulated world.
In case of loading a simulation from file, a simple file dialog is shown, where the appropriate file can
be picked and subsequently is used to restore the recorded simulation.

Figure 15: The ped startup dialog
The complete initialization of the interface is split into two parts: first the actual constructor of
the GUI class stores its handle to the IrrlichtControl structure, initializes all available windows of
the user interface and instantiates new objects of the two GUI auxiliary classes GUIWarningSystem
(see Section 3.1.2) and BodyConstructor (see Section 3.1.3). In addition, the default GUI state is
set up. This state is comprised of a handful key variables which determine what parts of the user
interface currently need to be drawn on screen and what features are currently available to the user,
as is summarized in the following:
• GUI mode: This flag states the mode the editor currently is in. By default – and most of the
time – this will be the normal editor mode. However, the user may at any time switch to the
integrated union editor (see Section 3.2.6) to construct a new rigid body union, which requires
a substantial reorganization of the user interface. This flag denotes this shift and is queried by
many other parts of the user interface in order to draw the GUI according to the current state.
• Preferences: This structure holds the state of all the available display options (like the
above mentioned base grid for example). These options are encapsulated within this common
structure, in order to help making the code a little bit more readable, since all access to the
editor’s preferences can thus be identified by the required preferences prefix.
• Clear state: Almost every function of the editor is somehow connected to a window, or dialog.
Reversely this means that if any window actually is currently open, some kind of functionality
is currently employed. Therefore, in order to avoid mishaps with functions which may interfere
with one another, the GUI state is only considered to be ”clear” when most windows are
closed, and consequently a lot of features are only available if the GUI is cleared. (Note that
the clear state is no value of its own but a small functions, which queries other state values.)
The second part of the GUI startup is triggered once the user decides whether to start a new
simulation or load an existing one from file in the intro dialog of the editor. This decision calls
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the GUI start() function, which then either creates a new empty simulation world according to
the parameters specified by the user, or loads a previously stored simulation timeline from file.
Afterwards all interface elements depicted in Figure 14 are constructed. This means the creation of
all the necessary Irrlicht GUI elements, setting their position on screen, and assigning them their
respective button textures. In addition, all preview gizmos are constructed, which are used later on
in combination with the ped editing tools (described in Section 3.2; see Figure 22 on page 46 for a
quick example).
3.1.2

GUI Event Receiver & Warning System

With the introduction of a user interface, the amount of user input to be processed instantly increases
by a large amount, as mouse clicks and keyboard strokes now require constant monitoring. In order
to handle this input, it is categorized in events, which fortunately are already provided by the
Irrlicht engine. It distinguishes between several kinds of events, the important ones for the editor
being mouse, keyboard, and GUI events. Mouse events simply denote the clicking of the mouse,
which when done over a rigid body of the simulation leads to the selection of the respective body.
Keyboard events are associated with the several shortcuts provided ped , like starting a timeline
run by pressing the spacebar. (A more complete overview over the ped controls can be found in
Appendix D) And finally, GUI events are triggered by user interactions with the GUI itself, like
pressing a button or operating the time slider.
In order to link a GUI event to its associated GUI element, all interface items are labeled with
their own unique ID. However in contrast to the simulation’s body IDs – which simply started at
one, and incremented each new ID – GUI IDs are more structured. First of all, each GUI element is
considered either a parent or a child element. For example, every window is regarded as a parent
object, while every item within this window – say its close button for example – is considered its
child object. This is reflected by their respective IDs, as all parent objects are a multiple of 100,
while all IDs of their respective children take their parent’s base ID and increment it for each new
child element. Consider Listing 5 as an example of this. It depicts the ID tagging of a small window
displayed by the union editor which sports two buttons to either accept or discard the constructed
union.
Listing 5: GUI element ID tagging
// < accept union > window
extern const int G U I _ I D _ _ W I N D O W _ _ A C C E P T _ U N I O N = 300;
extern const int G U I _ I D _ _ B U T T O N _ _ A C C E P T _ U N I O N = 301;
extern const int G U I _ I D _ _ B U T T O N _ _ C A N C E L _ U N I O N = 302;

Besides demonstrating the GUI ID structure, Listing 5 also depicts the used naming convention of
GUI IDs, as well as their extern const declaration, which stems from the collection of all constant
values, like GUI IDs, in a single file, appropriately called Constants.cpp.
The ultimate use of this formalism becomes apparent in the editor’s so called event receiver.
This unique class is where every input event is sent to in order to be dealt with,i.e., making the
appropriate call to the actual user interface or to get discarded. This means the response to each
button or otherwise manipulable GUI element originates somewhere within the event receiver, and
this in turn means a lot of distinct events to be handled, even for a comparatively small program
like ped . As a result, the described ID formalism is used to structure the event handler: its top level
decisions now can take every event’s ID and divide it through 100, thereby immediately being able
to check to which of the few actual parent objects it belongs to. While the user naturally does not
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notice any of this, it allows to comfortably structure all possible user interactions, which greatly
improves the comprehensibility and expandability of the actual source code. Once the event receiver
has identified the GUI element associated with an incoming event via its ID value, the respectively
appropriate call is made to the user interface.
In terms of communication, the event receiver provides a channel to forward the users commands
to the user interface, which then may react accordingly. However, this communication only goes one
way, whereas it is often desirable to send messages back to the user as well.
This is the purpose of the GUI warning system. Both the editor’s core classes – simulation and
GUI – have a handle to this system, and use it to alert the user to problems or issue warnings as
to why certain functions might not react as was expected. It is the equivalent of pop-up warning
messages commonly part of other programs, without the often distracting element of popping up.
The GUI warning system consists of three lines, which show the last three messages and can be
cleared at any time by pressing the backspace key. In addition to pure text, the GUI warning system
also may point out a specific rigid body, for example in case of an illegal collision issue between a
newly added body and an already existing one, as seen in Figure 16.

Figure 16: GUI warning system pointing out body collision
All of the warning messages can also be found in the same constants.cpp file as all the GUI ID
values. This is helpful to get an overview of all the possible warnings, adapt their actual wording if
necessary and conveniently add new messages to the system. In order to use it, the GUI warning
system offers a very simple interface, which basically consists of one single ”print this message” call
and can be used anywhere within both the simulation class and the GUI class. Consequently, the
GUI warning system provides an effective tool to alert the user whenever necessary, as well as being
available as a handy debugging tool of the program itself, as the current version of the editor is still
open for further improvements.
3.1.3

The Body Constructor Class

This utility class encapsulates various useful functions to handle the Irrlicht meshes representing
the actual rigid bodies of the simulation on screen. Most importantly, this includes the initial
construction of these meshes according to the body definitions provided by a body’s set of static
data. This is done by utilizing a small set of source meshes: a sphere of diameter one, a cube of side
length one, a hemisphere of diameter one, and a cylinder with the same diameter but without caps,
as well as a simple square plane, also of side length one. This collection of base meshes allows to
construct any of the pe basic primitives and scale them to match any specifications. The resulting
mesh is then stored within an Irrlicht scene node, and added to the scene on screen. Bodies which
consist of several meshes (capsules being the easiest and unions being the most intuitive example),
are handled by several scene nodes, which are linked by a common (and in itself empty) parent
scene node that serves as a handle to the complete body. Figure 17 demonstrates this process using
the example of a capsule.
Union bodies are compounds of primitives, and therefore their meshes are based on the same
mechanism: When constructing a union, the editor loops through the union’s static data’s list of
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Figure 17: Construction of a capsule mesh
sub bodies (see Section 2.2.1) and constructs each of them like any other primitive. Afterwards each
body is placed in relation to the union’s center as defined by its individual static UnionBody data,
and linked to all other bodies via a shared parent node.
After the basic construction, each body mesh is tagged with two identifiers: the associated body’s
ID value and a small string, which specifies the type of the body. For example a simple ”p” to
denote the body is a single primitive, or ”up” which marks the body as being a primitive that is
part of a union.
Next, every body is assigned its individual texture, based on the rigid body’s material. Since
this assignment also needs to be applied differently according to body type, it is encapsulated within
the body constructor as well. This keeps the code clean and allows for the GUI class to assign body
materials with a single call that deals with simple spheres as well as with arbitrarily complex unions.
Also note that a body’s material information is stored within its static body data, which means the
GUI does not even have to specify which material texture to use when calling the body constructor
class. All that needs to be done is to send a StaticBodyData structure and demand the respective
body’s materials to be applied.
The final functionality of the body constructor class is very similar to a body’s material assignment:
Occasionally ped marks specific bodies by turning them party transparent – this happens for example
when the user selects a body by clicking on it. Just like assigning a body its materials, this
functionality also requires to reach all scene nodes of a body individually, and poses the same
problem of having to handle simple bodies as well as assembled unions.
This functionality is also used when new bodies are about to be added to the simulation, as
they are first displayed as dummy objects before actually becoming a part of the simulation. How
this works is explained in the following section, which deals with all major functions to modify the
simulation.

3.2

Editing Tools

The five available editing tools contain all the functionality to set up and forge pe simulations,
which essentially means the adding and removing of rigid bodies. However, the purpose of the user
interface is not to actually add bodies to the underlying pe simulation, as this is already done by
the simulation class and was described in Section 2.4. The user interface now builds on top of this
functionality and takes care of asking the user how exactly new bodies should be placed within the
simulation’s world, and thereby gathering all the body data required by the simulation class to
insert new bodies into the existing simulation.
The most basic way of this consists of just adding a single rigid body to the simulation. However,
placing every body within the simulation by hand requires the entering of all coordinates, rotations
and other values manually and therefore can be a rather cumbersome and needlessly time consuming
procedure, inapplicable to all but the most basic simulations. Therefore ped provides some additional
tools, which are designed to help building larger scenes much more quickly. Body generators were
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already presented in Section 2.4.4 and represent one of these tools. In addition, so called presets
are available, which allow the user to add walls and wells to the simulation, each of which are
constructed from boxes of configurable dimensions.
All of these body adding tools are designed to follow the same pattern: When the respective icon
is clicked, a window opens, which prompts the user to enter all the parameters of the associated
functionality (or simply accept the default values). In addition, a dummy object is displayed within
the simulation’s scene, which is intended to serve as a preview of what the applied tool, using its
current parameters, would result in. If satisfactory, the modification can either be accepted or simply
be cancelled without consequences in case it is not. If accepted, the GUI tells the respective window
to check all entered values for validity – a sphere radius of minus one, for example, is not considered
to be a valid parameter. In case the window does not approve of the specified values, a warning is
displayed by the GUI warning system and no further action is taken. Otherwise, the GUI calls the
associated function of the simulation class, and supplies all the parameters as specified by the user.
To complement the various tools, which expand the running simulation, a removal function is
also part of the editing tools, in order to get rid of individual bodies. The final editing tool is
completely detached from the actual simulation: The integrated ped union editor allows the user to
construct arbitrarily complex union bodies and store them as files on disk. Every stored union can
afterwards immediately be added to the simulation, or used as the base object of a body generator.
3.2.1

Adding Bodies

The first thing to do when adding a new body to the simulation is to expand the primitives sub
menu, by clicking on the topmost of the five red buttons in the upper left corner. This shows (or
hides) five additional buttons, each of which corresponds to one type of available bodies to add to
the simulation: Boxes, spheres, capsules, planes, and unions (see Figure 18).

Figure 18: Body adding submenu
After choosing the desired body type to add, the user is presented with the associated parameter
window. Since most of the required initial parameters of each body are the same, regardless of its
actual type, this window is actually always the identical data structure object for all bodies and
only configures its appearance according to the respective body type about to be added. Figure 19
shows this dialog in case a box is being added.
As can be seen, all parameters of a body’s static and dynamic data can be manipulated. To the
right of the dialog, two alternative middle sections of the window are shown. These are used when
adding planes (upper example) or capsules (lower example) and simply replace the currently active
middle section. Note that adding planes deviates significantly from adding other primitives: they
are the only infinite pe bodies, and are always considered to be fixed within the simulation world.
In ped they are represented by finite squares, which reside at the entered position and are tilted
according to the plane’s normal vector (which is entered instead of a normal body rotation). Due
to their special status between the other available bodies, virtually every function that deals with
bodies includes some kind of special treatment for planes. However, in order to keep this text more
readable, most of these special cases will be omitted.
In order to see how the new body will integrate itself within the existing simulation before it is
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Figure 19: Dialog to add new body
actually added to the simulation, ped displays a dummy version of the body. This dummy is created
by the body constructor auxiliary class and provides an exact preview of the body under construction:
all dimensions, rotations, and material changes are applied in real time while being modified. To
mark the body as being still under construction however, it is rendered slightly transparent.
After setting all the body’s parameters, the actual placement of the body can be done in various
ways, in order to accommodate different user preferences. The most basic method is to simply enter
the body’s coordinates just like any other body parameter within the respective input fields of the
adding window. Alternatively the camera control can be attached to the mouse by pressing the
middle mouse button. This allows to exactly see where the body will be inserted from different
camera angles. While the mouse controls the camera and no longer the interface, a small red
mouse icon will appear adjacent to a body’s position’s x-coordinate parameter field. This allows
for changing the thus tagged parameter value with the mouse wheel (the [n] key tags the next
parameter). As a third alternative, using the free camera mode, the body can be linked to the
camera by pressing the [l] key. Thus the body always floats in front of the camera and can literally
be parked within the simulation. Note that the state of the current mouse mode is indicated by a
small set of blue icons in the bottom right corner of the screen. An arrow indicates a static camera,
while a small camera icon denotes a mouse controlled camera. In case a body is linked to the camera,
this link is displayed besides the camera icon. (These icons are also explained by the editor’s tutorial
panels, which are toggled on and off by pressing the [F1] key).
Once the user is satisfied, and the window’s ”accept” button is clicked (i.e., the respective event
is sent to the event receiver, which in turn informs the user interface), the editor constructs a
StaticBodyData and a DynamicBodyData container filled with the information obtained from the
body adding window and sends this data package to the underlying simulation in order to add the
thereby defined body to the simulation. Note that the adding process still might fail in case the new
body collides with some already existing body. In this case, the body adding window stays open,
and the GUI warning system is notified, which in turn informs the user about the problem and
points out the already existing body which overlaps with the new one. If the new body is accepted,
it is added to the simulation as described in Section 2.4.1 and the body adding window closes. The
dummy mesh is switched from being transparent to be rendered opaque and from now on operates
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as the body’s Irrlicht mesh node.
3.2.2

Body Presets

When it comes to constructing new simulations, two structures seem to be intuitively sought-after.
The first one are walls built from boxes, which are either destroyed immediately by smashing various
other objects into them, or used to build more complex structures, which then are destroyed by
smashing various other objects into them. The second structure is also built out of boxes, but this
time they are positioned to form a well. Such wells are primarily useful to provide some kind of
boundary to the rest of the simulation – for example a generator, which pours objects into a well
until it overflows.
Since it would be rather tedious to build these structures by hand, ped provides both of these
structures as integrated presets. That is, in order to construct a wall or well, no individual bodies
need to be placed by hand. Instead, the user only needs to input the defining parameters of the
structure and leave the actual construction to the editor. The presets button is the second button
from the top in the top left corner of the interface. Just like the primitives button, this one also
displays or hides a small submenu, which lets the user choose between constructing a wall or a well.
The wall construction dialog is shown in Figure 20 and contains all parameters required for
flexible wall construction as well as all information to generate the necessary body data structures.

Figure 20: Dialog to construct a new wall
Every wall is based on a root box, which can be scaled arbitrarily and serves as a template for
all the other boxes the wall is made of. Additionally, the position of the root box also marks the
spot from where the wall originates, and all other bodies are placed within the wall according the
coordinates of the root box. Every wall is constructed upwards, that is, in the direction of the
z-axis, and by default is extended in the direction of the x-axis. This can be changed by the ”angle”
value, which essentially rotates the wall around its z-axis, with the center of the rotation being again
the position of the root box. The ”rows” and ”columns” parameters should be fairly obvious and
simply denote how many boxes are stacked besides and above each other respectively. To further
customize the wall, two spacing parameters allow to specify the space left between each two columns
(”Spacing|Length”) and each two rows (”Spacing|Height”), as demonstrated in Figure 21.
In addition to the parameters for exact positioning, a random scatter value can be entered. This
value is interpreted as an angle α and each box of the value is rotated around its z-axis by a random
angle between −α and α, which results in more irregular and natural feeling walls. To conclude the
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wall specification:
columns: 4;
rows:
2;

ver_sp

root box
dimensions: 3x3x4

horizontal spacing: 3;
vertical spacing:
1;

hor_sp

Figure 21: Wall construction parameters
parameter set, all its bodies can also set to be fixed within the simulation. As usual, the wall is
shown as a preview dummy before becoming an actual part of the simulation. This preview dummy
consists of a transparent box, which depicts the position and dimensions of the wall as it is being
constructed. Figure 22 shows an example of this dummy, as well as the resulting wall (note the slight
random scattering of the boxes). On the implementation side of this feature, note that the wall
dummy is already constructed when the user interface is initialized, since it can be reused for each
new wall added to the simulation. The original dummy is a by default invisible cube of side length
one, which simply is scaled according to the dimensions of the wall and switched on when required.

Figure 22: Wall construction dummy and result with small random scattering
To add the wall to the actual simulation, each body is placed and added individually according
to the wall specifications. Note that like every other added primitive, wall boxes are also checked for
collisions with all existing bodies of the simulation. In case of elongated boxes and a wide scatter
range, this may lead to holes within the constructed wall, as some boxes may immediately collide
with other boxes of the wall and consequently will not be added to the simulation. Once all valid
boxes are added, the window is closed, the dummy switched off again, and all parameter values are
reset to their default values.
The second preset structure are wells constructed from boxes. They work very similar to wall
presets, but naturally have to be parameterized differently, as shown by their interface dialog depicted
in Figure23.

Figure 23: Well construction dialog
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Just like walls, well structures also base all boxes on a single root box, the dimensions of which
are to be entered by the user. The x-dimension thereby controls the thickness of the well structure,
while the y-dimension denotes the length of those box edges, which run around the circumference of
the wall. However, in contrast to the wall preset, the position to be entered denotes the center of
the well structure at ground level. That is, a well is always constructed upwards starting from the
entered z-coordinate and around the center declared by the x- and y-coordinates. The radius and
rows parameters are again fairly obvious and set the rough dimensions of the well, while the spacing
parameter denotes the vertical space between two box rows of the well.
The current configuration of the well is again used to display a live updating preview dummy
which depicts the dimensions of the final structure, as demonstrated by Figure 24.

Figure 24: Well construction dummy (including two earlier discarded versions)
Analogous to the wall dummy, this dummy is also created during the initialization of user
interface and kept invisible until it is needed, in which case it simply is toggled visible and scaled to
fit the current well specifications.
While the positioning of the boxes within in wall proceeds very intuitively and straightforward,
as the editor only needs to loop through its rows and columns and position each box accordingly,
the insertion of a box into a well structure requires somewhat more effort, due to its different
parameterization. Figure 25 shows all the required values involved with placing a single box, as well
as demonstrating the desired shifting of every second box row of the wall.
well specification:
box dimensions: (x,y,z);
radius: r;
center: c;
rows:
n;
spacing: s;
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Figure 25: Parameters required for well construction
Before any boxes can be placed, some yet missing values have to be computed first: the actual
number of boxes within each level of the well, and the required angle α to distribute all the boxes of
the same level evenly around the center of the well. The angle α is then also used to displace each
second row of boxes, by rotating every box of these respective levels additionally by the half of the
angle α, as seen in the right of Figure 25. Once these two values are known, all boxes can be place,
by looping over the number of rows and the number of bodies each row is made of, as outlined by
Listing 6.
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Listing 6: Well construction steps
// compute missing values
b ox es _p e r_ le ve l
= (2.0* radius * PI ) / y ;
s p a c i n g _ a n g l e _ a l p h a = 360.0 / b ox e s_ pe r_ l ev el ;
// construction loop
for ( unsigned int row =0; row < numbe r_of_ro ws ; ++ row ){
for ( unsigned int box =0; b < bo x es _p er _ le ve l ; ++ box ){
box_angle
= box * s p a c i n g _ a n g l e _ a l p h a +
( row MOD 2) * s p a c i n g _ a n g l e _ a l p h a /2.0; // shift every 2 nd row
box_position = well_center +
Vec3 (1 ,0 ,0) * cos ( box_angle ) * radius +
Vec3 (0 ,1 ,0) * sin ( box_angle ) * radius +
Vec3 (0 ,0 ,1) * row * ( z + spacing );
}
}

As can be seen, each box is simply placed on a circle with the desired radius, at the respective
height of its associated row and appropriately oriented to form the actual well. In addition Each
second row triggers an extra row-wide shift, which effectively rotates the complete respective row
by half the spacing angle α. Note that wells are by default constructed to be fixed, since they are
mostly used to close off a certain area for further use. Once all boxes of the well have been added to
the simulation, the well dummy is switched off again and the well configuration window is closed
and resets all its values.

Figure 26: Two examples of differently parameterized well structures

3.2.3

Adding Generators

The primary idea behind body generators is their time delayed body creation, which links them
tightly to the simulation and its timeline. Consequently, they were already explained for the most
part in Section 2.4.4 of the simulation chapter. In order to place a new generator within the world,
the fourth icon from the top in the list of the editing tools has to be clicked, which opens the
configuration dialog for new body generators, depicted in Figure 27.
This is the most elaborate dialog to be found within ped , since body generators allow for the
most values to be configured. The more general parameters are found at the top – the generators
actual position and its emitting direction – followed by all the required body data located roughly
in the middle of the dialog. Directly below the body configuration, the emitter parameters can be
configured: how long the generator stays active, how many bodies are generated at once (and how
big they are), and at what frequency they are thrown out into the world. On the lower end of the
dialog, all emitter deviations can be set up: the deviation from the generator’s core direction, its
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Figure 27: Dialog to configure a new generator
base speed, body rotation and the given body size value. All of these do not represent exact values,
but rather define an interval around the generator’s associated base value, from which the actual
value is chosen randomly for each individual body about to be created.
When placing the generator, its associated dummy object is displayed, which just all the other
reusable dummies as well, is constructed during the initialization of the interface. However, in
contrast to the wall and well dummies, the body generator dummy seems rather crude: since that
many values can be configured, either a very complex, or a very straightforward representation
should be used. For the sake of simplicity the latter approach was chosen (see Figure 28).

Figure 28: Generator dummy
This body generator dummy concentrates on the two primary values of actually placing the
generator: its position and emitting direction (indicated by the thick line originating from the center
of the dummy). When the user accepts the current configuration and places the generator, the user
interface does not actually add any bodies to the simulation. All that is done by the GUI class, is to
hide the dummy, close the window (which subsequently resets all its values) and transfer all the
parameters in the form of a BodyGenerator structure to the simulation. There the data is used to
integrate the new generator into the running simulation and the first wave of generated bodies is
created (as is described in Section 2.4.4).
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3.2.4

Picking and Removing Bodies

To remove any body of the simulation, the user simply selects it and either presses the [DEL] key
on the keyboard, or the removal button of the editing tools, which is the lowest button of the five
editing buttons in the upper left corner. ped then selects the mesh of the picked body, reads its ID,
transfers this value to the simulation and demands this body to be removed, as described in Section
2.4.2.
However, internally there is a bit more to selecting a body, than just a simple mouse click. When
moving the mouse cursor over an object and clicking the mouse button, this input event is first sent
to the event receiver, just like any other user input. If the event receiver then is unable to assign this
event to any element of the user interface, it is relayed as a selection operation to the user interface,
which uses the mouse coordinates on screen to check whether the cursor actually marks an object –
a process known as picking. Fortunately, the Irrlicht engine already provides a picking mechanism,
and all that is left to be done for the user interface is to make the appropriate call, which looks like
this:
Listing 7: Picking call to Irrlicht API
c ur so r_ p os it io n
= irr_ctrl - > device - > g e t C u r s o r C o nt r o l () - > getPosition ()
ISceneNode * new_selection = irr_ctrl - > scene - > g e t S c e n e C o l l i s i o n M a n a g e r ()
-> g e t S c e n e N o d e F r o m S c r e e n C o o r d i n a t e s B B ( cu r so r_ po s it io n );

These are the actual calls to the Irrlicht engine, which demonstrates how picking works in
nearly every 3D program, and how ped accesses this functionality via the handles stored within
the IrrlichtControl structure. Used in this example is the Irrlicht device and the Irrlicht scene
manager. First, the former is used to acquire the current screen position the mouse cursor is pointing
at and then the latter is employed to select the scene node, which is drawn at these coordinates. This
works by sending a ray from the camera’s position through the near plane of the scene according to
the cursor’s screen coordinates, and then check which object within the scene is the nearest one to
the camera that collides with this ray (hence the notion of a collision manager in the above call).
Figure 29 demonstrates this process.
near plane

cursor position
picked body

x

picking ray

camera position

Figure 29: Picking procedure
On top of this raw picking mechanism, ped needs to decide how to handle the result of the
picking operation, that is, what to do with the picked scene node: A single click on any body of
the simulation simply selects this body, which is depicted by a small cross hairs icon, drawn on top
of the respective body. Should any body be selected twice, this either starts a body trace with a
left click (see Section 3.5.1), or opens the dialog to modify the selected body with a right click(see
Section 2.4.3).
This picking mechanism was elaborated on for two reasons: first, it obviously is a rather important
tool of the Irrlicht engine, which allows for the essential functionality to select bodies via simple
mouse clicks in order to access various ped features. And second, the mechanism displays faulty
behavior. This is due to an unfortunate bug within the Irrlicht engine, which is known by the
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developers and already listed to be corrected in future versions of the Irrlicht engine 2 . The bug
concerns the picking of scene nodes and seems to be linked to their scaling value, which results in
sometimes being unable to pick certain bodies from a certain angle of view. During the development
of ped , three possible solutions were under discussions:
• Fix the bug: The most direct solution was simply to look for the bug within the Irrlicht
source code and try to fix it somehow. However, this would lead to a modified version of the
Irrlicht engine, which henceforth would have to be included as part of the overall pe package
and furthermore would result in an incompatibility with later versions of the Irrlicht engine
– including newer versions, which fix the original problem. Consequently, this solution was
discarded.
• Own picking framework: Alternatively, a self made picking framework could be used. This
however would mean to store the complete scene within yet another framework besides the
Irrlicht engine, the pe engine, and the editor’s own body lists. Additionally, a completely new
collision detection mechanism would have to be implemented on top of this new framework,
which in itself would account for a large part of the overall program. Thus, this alternative
was also discarded, since there was simply no time to actually add such a framework.
• Use the pe engine: The third approach was to employ the already existing pe API to mirror
the original method. A very thin, long capsule would replace the picking ray, and the pe
collision detection would be used to find the nearest collision with another body. This could
either be done internally, by modifying the pe source code, or externally, by using the existing
pe interface. The former approach proved to be inconvenient and not really feasible, since ped
was intended to complement pe, instead of dictating new terms of use. On the other hand,
the second approach – to use the provided API – could actually work. However, it was still
decided against it, in order to complete the rest of ped first, since this method would be rather
clumsy to implement, and the original issue within the Irrlicht engine is expected to be solved
anyway. If the problem should prove to be more grave than it is currently considered to be
however, this approach provides the most promising solution and is already thought out in
order to be included on demand.
At the time of writing, this bug leads to an occasional failure to pick a selected body, which
sometimes can be remedied by changing the camera angle or switching the editor to icon mode (see
Section 3.3.2).
3.2.5

Modifying Bodies

This tool is not actually represented by its own icon, as it was decided that the two core functions of
the editor aspect and the debugging aspect – modifying and tracing bodies – should be more readily
available, and not require an additional button to be clicked. For the editor aspect, this means the
functionality to modify existing bodies of the pe world, which is simply done by selecting a body
with a left click and then select it again by right clicking. Figure 30 shows a selected body, created
by a simple generator, and the dialog to modify it.
The first thing to notice is that the current version of the editor only allows for the dynamic
data of a body to be modified, that is, its position, rotation, and its linear and angular velocities.
2 ped

was developed using version 1.4.2 of the Irrlicht engine
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Figure 30: Live body modification
The modification dialog itself is actually the same dialog as it is used to add a new single rigid body,
but without any options for body specific parameters in the middle section of the window.
Once decided to modify a body, the responsible right click after the initial selection is relayed to
the user interface by the event receiver. The GUI matches the selection with the currently selected
body and decides – because of the right mouse button being clicked – to start a body modification.
The first thing that means is, to render the selected body as a dummy object, which by now is
known to be a common part of these kinds of operations. This however is only a purely cosmetic
step to emphasize the modification operation for the user, as internally nothing changes, except that
the selected mesh is switched to now sport only transparent textures (easily done by a single call
to the available body constructor). Afterwards the current data of the body needs to be recorded,
as the user may cancel the modification operation and the initial body state has to be restored.
After that, the operation continues in the same fashion as the adding of a body: the user enters the
desired values to modify the body, while the editor applies these modifications live to the body as a
preview of the made changes. Once the user is satisfied, and the event receiver transfers the ”accept”
message to the user interface, the modification data is encapsulated within an DynamicBodyData
structure, which then is relayed to the underlying simulation, which applies the modification as
described in Section 2.4.3.
Note that all modifications again have to pass a collision test before becoming a valid part of the
simulation. Also note, that this collision test has to be skipped in case the modification is cancelled.
This is because the original state of the simulation has to be restored correctly, which may lead to
the restoration of a body partly inside of another, if this overlap simply occurred during the normal
course of the simulation (which indeed often happens, in case the time step value of the simulation
was chosen to be inappropriately large by the user). To control whether the simulation is to perform
the collision test, the simulation’s modifyBody() function features a no undo flag. This flag is set
true by default and may be switched to false in order to indicate the undoing of a modification.
This orders the collision check to be skipped and to reset the body to the original state it was in,
when the user initiated the modifying procedure. Figure 31 demonstrates this mechanism with a
small example.
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Figure 31: Cancelling a failed modification
After selecting the body, it is clicked again to start the modification (1.) and the body’s position
is changed (2.). However, the modified pe body now collides with the pe cube below it, and the
modification fails (3.). The user then cancels the operation, which requires the underlying pe body
to be reset to its original position (4.). Note that afterwards the sphere may (again) collide with
the underlying box to the right, but since this state was originally produced by pe, it is restored
nevertheless. Note that if ped would instead somehow correct the body’s position, then a canceled
modification would actually have changed the current pe state, despite nothing was supposed to
happen at all.
3.2.6

The Union Editor

The union editor is the final of the ped editing tools, and can actually be considered a small program
in its own right, since it is completely independent of the running simulation and could easily have
been offered as an auxiliary tool complementing the ped program itself. It still was decided to
integrate the union editor into ped however, in order to avoid forcing the user to switch back and
forth between two different tasks, if the two programs are used in combination.
The union editor’s purpose is straightforward: it is a small editor, which allows the user to
construct new unions and store them as files on the hard disk, in order to afterwards be used
as available body templates. This means the user may at any time stop a running simulation to
construct an arbitrary new union body. This body can immediately be placed within the simulation
or be used by a body generator.
The union editor is activated by the middle icon of the five editing tool icons in the top left
corner of the user interface. When clicked, ped first switches its mode flag and then reorganizes the
user interface: all buttons, which concern the actual simulation, as well as the complete time control
panels, are hidden, and a small dialog (see Figure 32) to exit the union editor is displayed at the
bottom of the screen.

Figure 32: Dialog to exit the union editor
In addition to the necessary buttons to either accept or discard the newly constructed union, the
union editor dialog also sports a small text window, which prompts the user to enter a name for the
new union. This name will later be used to identify the union wherever it can be selected by the
user, as well as being used internally to differentiate between different unions (as new unions do not
have unique ID values, since they are not actually a part of the simulation). Consequently it is also
the name given to the file, which stores the union data once its construction is complete.
After the user interface is switched to union mode, the currently visible scene has to be reset as
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well. Primarily this requires to hide all currently visible bodies. This works very comfortably by
taking advantage of the structure of the scene as it is handled by the Irrlicht engine, i.e., its render
tree. Basically, all scene nodes are organized in a tree-like structure (commonly known in computer
graphics as a render tree), where all scene nodes are linked together as children and parents, with
the ”final” parent being a single root node, of which all other scene nodes are considered to be
children. To be more precise, the complete scene can be hidden by simply switching the root node
to be invisible. However, not everything should be hidden, since the union editor requires some
scene nodes of its own, in order to display the current union under construction. Therefore, a simple
additional layer of control is introduced to the render tree, which is demonstrated by Figure 33.
root node
nodes of the current scene

union editor
union nodes

root node

simulation

nodes of the current scene

Figure 33: Additional control layer within the render tree
As can be seen, below the final root node two control nodes are placed. These are basically
empty and only serve as parent nodes to easily switch off the complete simulation scene, and replace
it with the scene of the union editor. (Note that there is actually a third control root in place, which
serves as parent node to all generator gizmos and is used as described in Section 3.3.1.) The root
nodes themselves are accessed via handles, stored in the IrrlichtControl structure. In addition
to this render tree switch, the user camera is reset to its initial position when the editor was first
initialized, while the camera’s current position within the simulation scene is recorded, and will be
restored once the user exits the union editor.
Once the mode switch is complete, the user may add an arbitrary number of bodies to the
new union, which works just like adding bodies to the simulation. Additionally, already placed
bodies may of course also be modified or deleted. For the implementation, this essentially means
the splitting of all three core functions – add, modify, and remove – of the user interface, as each of
these functions is now not longer employed exclusively by the simulation editor, but also the union
editor. Consequently, all these functions feature additional choices in their respective code in order
to decide whether they are to affect the actual simulation or a new union under construction.
However, this does not require to re-write these functions completely, as the modifications are
now only applied to a single union, and thus may ignore the more complex structures like the body
pool or timeline. Remember that each union is completely defined in a convenient format by its
static data set (see Section 2.2.1 for a quick refresher), which encapsulates all the information the
union editor has to manage. All other information, i.e., the unions dynamic data, can be safely
ignored since a union under construction is not part of the simulation and therefore naturally
does not have any dynamic data. Consequently the union editor is simply built around a single
UnionData structure, which is the only object being modified while constructing a new union. The
union editor’s functions then work as described in the following:
• Adding bodies: The adding of new sub bodies to the union is done in the same way as
adding it to the regular simulation. It uses the same button and the same dialog – which
however hides half of the input fields for a body’s dynamic data (no velocities for union parts).
After constructing the StaticBodyData according to the dialog’s specifications, the body
adding function notes the ped union mode and simply adds the body data container as a new
union body to the union editor’s UnionData structure, instead of transferring the information
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to the underlying simulation class. Note that there is no collision check when adding bodies
to a union, since it is even expected for most unions to have their parts interleave in some
way. The body’s Irrlicht mesh is constructed just like normal and added to the union editor’s
section of the render tree, where it is thus displayed as a newly added part of the union.
• Modifying bodies: This again works just like with the regular editor mode. A specific body
is selected and modified by right clicking. Note that in this case however, the operation only
allows a body’s position and rotation to be modified. After confirmation, the editor looks for
the respective body within the body list of the UnionData structure and applies the altered
position and rotation. Note that union bodies are not tagged by ID values, which means the
marked body has to be identified via its Irrlicht mesh: the body, which stores the currently
selected mesh as its graphical representation is the one to be modified.
• Removing bodies: This procedure again works for the user just like in simulation mode. A
body is selected and then removed either via icon or keyboard shortcut ([DEL] key). Below
the surface, the respective body is again identified via its stored Irrlicht node, which matches
the currently selected one, and the actual removal simply deletes the body in question from
the body list of the UnionData structure.
Once the union is finished, the user may enter a new name for it, and accept the union. In this
case the union editor considers the construction to be finished and computes the union’s center of
mass. This value originally was only used internally by pe, but now is also of great importance to
ped in order to place unions correctly within the scene. Here the center of mass can be considered to
be an offset vector which is subtracted from the original position of the union mesh, the coordinates
of which refer to the center of the union editor, instead to the union’s center of mass. Figure 34
demonstrates this process:
union editor construction
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Figure 34: Union center of mass interpreted as Irrlicht offset
As can be seen, the center of mass is required to position all union bodies correctly around
their common center. Without this offset shift of the bodies within the Irrlicht mesh, the common
position of this mesh would still be aligned to the original origin as it was in the union editor. For
the above 2D example, this would mean that all these unions would be drawn seven units too far to
the right. Therefore the computed center of mass is applied by the body constructor when creating
actual instances of the respective union in order to avoid this.
Since this center of mass not only depends on the geometric distribution of the bodies, but also
their respective masses (which in turn depend on their materials), its computation unfortunately is
not as straightforward as it may first seem. In fact, ped has to resort to the functionality of the
underlying pe framework: in order to acquire this vector, the editor constructs the whole union
within the pe world as specified by the still unaltered positions of the union editor. Then the union’s
position within the pe world is queried, which essentially returns the union’s center of mass. The
union editor records this vector within its UnionData container, deletes the just created union and
calls the body constructor to store the union in a file, which sports the previously specified name.
Afterwards the union editor finally shuts itself down. This is done by reseting the user interface
to simulation mode and deleting the union editor’s UnionData structure since it has now been stored
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to disk and thus is no longer required. After that the editor switches back to the simulation’s section
of the render tree, restores the user camera’s position to its former state, and the user may proceed
exactly where the simulation was left off.

3.3

Preferences

In order offer the user a better overview of the running simulation, ped employs several methods to
enhance the presented scene by drawing additional state information and allowing the user to adjust
the editor to the current simulation. The majority of these options is configured in the preferences
menu, which is accessed by the middle button of the three icons in the upper right corner of the
user interface, and displayed by Figure 35:

Figure 35: Preferences menu
The first field allows the configuration of a grid snap value. If set to some value unequal to
zero, a virtual three dimensional grid can be imagined, to which all newly created bodies cling. For
example if the grid snap is set to 1, then a new body can only be placed at integer coordinates,
and a position of (1, 2, 3.4) would be changed to (1, 2, 3). This may be used to set up the initial
simulation state more orderly. By default however, the grid snap value is set to 0.0 in order to not
confuse the user with twitching meshes when new bodies are added.
The grid snap value is somewhat of an exception when compared to the other available preferences,
as all the remaining options directly modify the editor’s render loop, by allowing or preventing additional calls when the scene is rendered, and are therefore summarized in the following section under
the label ”display options”. However, note that this section is primarily intended to demonstrate
the effect and implementation of the respective features, whereas the render loop itself is deferred to
Section 3.6 in order to present it in its completeness.
3.3.1

Display Options

The following display options were designed to provide enough additional information to enable the
user to quickly grasp the overall setup of the currently running simulation by only looking at the
current time step. The various means, which try to achieve this are listed in the following:
• Display base grid: This option is switched on by default and decides whether the editor
displays the centered base grid around the origin of the simulation world. The base grid
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consists of three colored and rasterized planes, which are aligned to the simulation world’s
xy-, yz- and xz-planes and delimit a cube, which originates at the origin and extends 20 units
in each (positive) dimension. The base grid is intended to give the user a sense of scale and
direction by displaying how far a single spatial unit extends and where the positive space of the
simulation world is located (since most users intuitively place bodies at positive coordinates).
Note that the marker, which indicates the world’s origin, as well as the always screen-centered
marker to denote in which directions the three spatial dimensions lie, are both not part of the
base grid (and can not be switched of either).
• Display generator gizmos: Switched on by default, this option states whether generators
are represented within the world by generator gizmos. These gizmos consist of the respective
generator’s circular emitting area and an additional arrow to depict the direction in which
newly generated bodies are thrown into the world and at what speed (indicated by the length
of the arrow). They also show whether the associated generator emits its bodies in a parallel
or divergent fashion. The purpose of these gizmos is to show the user in which area new bodies
are about to be generated, as their actual initial position is randomized and the gizmo is also
visible even if the generator has not produced any bodies yet. The gizmo itself is constructed
by the body constructor, according to the specifications of the respective generator, when the
it is initially placed within the simulation. In order to switch all generator gizmos on and off in
a convenient fashion, the same mechanism used by the union editor is employed: besides the
simulation’s and union editor’s specific root nodes, there is a third root node in place, which
acts as a parent node for all gizmos used by the editor, and can simply be toggled on and
off in order to show or hide all currently active gizmos. The gizmo root node itself is readily
accessible via the IrrlichtControl structure.
• Display trace window links: Tracing a body means the monitoring of a specific body’s
state over time, with the help of a small trace window. This display option tells the editor to
draw a link between active trace windows and their associated bodies. See Section 3.5.1 for
the full description of body traces.
• Display body notes: This options is also switched on by default, and constitutes one of
the more elaborate display options. Body notes are essentially small icons drawn on top of
the simulation’s bodies to indicate events or unusually active body flags. More specifically,
this means that all bodies, which are created during the current time step, are marked with a
small + symbol, while bodies, which are about to be deleted during the next time step, have a
little cross icon attached. Additionally, all bodies which have their fixed flag activated are
marked by a lock icon, and all bodies with an active invisible flag are denoted by an crossed
out eye. (Since this icon is rather small, there exists an alternative icon, which depicts a
ghost to indicate the invisibility of the associated body.) Furthermore, bodies that currently
are under the influence of past modifications and do not behave as the would without being
altered, are tagged with a small wrench icon. Figure 36 depicts an example of all these body
notes, as well as their respective icons.
Internally, body notes work surprisingly simple, as all the required information to place these
symbols is conveniently stored either within the simulation’s body pool or the milestones of
this and the next step. In case of the former, if there is no milestone associated with the
respective time steps, no body operations need to be marked in the scene. Additionally, body
adding and removing events are usually not very numerous during a single time step, which
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Figure 36: Body notes to indicate body related events and static state
means a milestone’s event list can be iterated several times without slowing down the editor.
These observations lead to the body note drawing algorithm depicted below:
Algorithm 9: Draw all body notes of the scene depicting the current time step
1

add ops ← query timeline for a milestone associated with the current time step and if one
exists, take its list of adding operations;

2

rem ops ← query timeline for a milestone associated with the next time step and if one exists,
take its list of removal operations;

3

foreach body stored within the simulation’s body pool do

4

if the body’s Irrlicht node is currently visible then

5

position ← current position of the body’s mesh node;

6

body ID ← unique ID value of the current body;

7

if body ID tagged event stored in add ops list then draw add marker at position;

8

if body ID tagged event stored in rem ops list then draw removal marker at position;

9

if modify flag of body’s static data is active then draw modify marker at position;

10

if fixed flag of body’s static data is active then draw fix marker at position;

11

if invisible flag of body’s static data is active then draw inv marker at position;

12
13

end
end

• Plane scale factor: This option is no on/off switch, but rather an adaptable setting, which
states how all planes of the simulation are scaled within the scene. Remember that the infinite
pe planes are displayed as finite rectangles on screen, the scale of which can be set by this
option. This helps to adapt the depiction of planes to the overall scale of the simulation: the
larger the simulation, the larger the user may wish its contained planes to be drawn (note
that a ”large” simulation may mean a simulation full of geometrically large bodies, as well as
a simulation filled with a large number of bodies). The available options are scaling a plane to
the size of a 10 ∗ 10, 100 ∗ 100 or 1000 ∗ 1000 units sized rectangle.
• Velocity indicators: Originally this value was only a flag to be switched either on or off.
However, this was changed with the introduction of the tracing mechanism, where it was
decided to include a third option in order to only show velocity indicators of traced bodies,
which eventually even became the default setting. These indicators essentially are simple red
lines, which visualize the current velocity of a body. Since the user may spend a lot of time
looking at a specific time step of the simulation without letting it actually run its course, the
user essentially looks at an interactive still image. It is the purpose of the velocity indicators
to help keeping a sense of motion alive, even when the bodies themselves are actually not
moving. Figure 37 demonstrates three example of body notes, which only differ in the length
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of the indicators.

Figure 37: Velocity indicators: time step-scaled (left), unmodified (center) and final version (right)
The final length of the indicators was subject to much testing: while taking the actual length
of a body’s velocity vector seems to be too much, the same vector scaled by the length of a
single time step results in far too short markers. (However, note that the latter approach had
the advantage of directly pointing to the position where the respective body would appear
during the next time step, as long as no other forces would interfere with it.) Eventually the
vectors where scaled by the simulation’s time step size, multiplied by three, as this seemed to
result in an agreeable outcome in most test cases.
There is an additional display option available, which is not selectable via the editor’s preferences
menu. This tool differs from all the above explained options, which are all designed to add some sort
of additional information to the current scene, by providing the option to alter the way all bodies of
the simulation are actually drawn.
3.3.2

Icon Mode

The idea for the ped icon mode originated during the first tests with the Irrlicht engine, as it became
obvious that large scale pe simulations involving a lot of bodies would inevitably slow down the
editor up to a point when the drawing of a single frame (i.e., the complete scene) would take too
long as to be repeated the necessary 30 times per second to allow for fluid camera movement and
animation of the scene. And indeed this is not to be avoided, as pe is quite capable of handling
enough bodies to put most desktop computers to the test which work on rendering them all at once.
However the limit of bodies, which still can be rendered fast enough to examine the simulation
in real time, may be pushed farther away by simplifying the rendering process, which is precisely
what the icon mode was designed for: it replaces all three dimensional body meshes by so called
billboards – two dimensional image planes, which are placed within the 3D world at the position of
their associated body, and rotated in a way to always face the user camera. This replaces the by
comparison expensive procedure to render three dimensional mesh bodies with the much simpler
rendering of the two triangles of a simple plane.
Lost by this simplification are all body rotations, as the icon of a body always stays the same
and always directly faces the user. This is naturally the more apparent, the less bodies are part
of the simulation. However, the idea of the icon mode is to simplify scenes of a large number of
bodies, where single bodies are mostly part of a whole mass of bodies and therefore much less
recognizable. As a consequence, the more the icon mode is actually needed, the less its shortcomings
are noticeable.
The actual symbols used by the icon mode are generated by the body constructor when a new
body is added to the simulation in the form of an additional Irrlicht scene node. Every rigid body
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stores a handle to this alternative representation within its static data container. These constructed
icons represent the body type of their respective body and are colored according to its material.
Afterwards they are scaled to approximately resemble their three dimensional counterparts. However,
note that sometimes this is bound to fail, as in the case of boxes which are particularly stretched
in only one dimension, or essentially all kinds of union bodies. The latter are all displayed by the
same icon, since otherwise the editor would have to construct a new icon for each new union, which
would require quite an amount of additional effort. (To be more specific: The union would have
to be scaled to fit into a uniform cube, which would then be rendered and the resulting image be
stored within an external file in order to later be used as a texture.) Figure 38 shows two small
examples of the applied icon mode:

Figure 38: Two boxes and a small well section in icon mode
The employed icons usually seem somewhat smaller compared to their three dimensional counterparts. This resulted from initial tests, which simply scaled the icon nodes too small. However,
this was found to be rather helpful and made the simulation seem a little bit more clear, especially
with a larger number of bodies involved. Also note the comical style of the icons, which was decided
on after an initial set of more clean and precise icons only looked like faulty rendering. In contrast,
the rougher ”comic” icons made the scene more look like a sketch of itself, which was considered
preferable since the icon mode was originally designed to display a simplification of the scene rather
than the ”real” scene. (Because of this, the source code documentation sometimes refers to the icon
mode also as ”sketch mode”.)
To switch between mesh mode and icon mode, the left of the three buttons in the upper right
corner of the user interface is pressed. ped then iterates through all bodies stored in the simulation’s
body pool and simply switches the irr node and irr node alternate handles stored in every
StaticBodyData container. This allows for the complete ped implementation to always address a
body’s Irrlicht mesh via its irr node handle, no matter what the currently active display mode.
Also note that all bodies within the body pool are switched, including bodies that are not visible
during the current time step, in order to avoid having to switch them later on demand. The node
change itself is handled by the switchIrrNode() function provided by the StaticBodyData base
class, which after the switch itself also updates the now-active scene node’s position and rotation to
the current values of the associated body. (Note that the rotation update is only required when
switching back from icon mode to the default mesh mode.)

3.4

Timeline Control

After the editing tools and the editor options in the upper half of the user interface, the final ped
control elements are located at the bottom of the screen and provide all functionality to manipulate
the current time step of the simulation. This control is accessed via three elements:
• Time slider: The most noticeable element to control the current time step is the horizontal
scroll bar, located at the very bottom of the screen. It visually depicts the current position
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within the simulation’s time frame, and allows the user to freely regulate the time step shown
on screen by simply dragging the scroll bar’s handle back and forth.
• Time control panel: This small collection of buttons is located in the bottom right corner
of the user interface, directly to the right of the time slider, and offers a more precise control
over the current time step as dragging an handle around. It allows the user to directly enter
any time step of the current time frame, as well as going through the simulation step by step.
• Timeline visualization: This tool is directly placed over the time slider and the time control
panel, near the bottom of the screen and spans the complete width of the screen. It essentially
depicts the current state of the complete time frame, including the users current position
within this frame, all milestone events currently stored by the timeline, and their current state
(i.e., whether they are currently valid or not). Since this tool is somewhat more elaborate than
the two other time control elements, it is handled in the next section.
Of all these three elements, the time slider probably is the most intuitive. Its handle is simply
picked and dragged to the desired position within the current time frame. Like the other GUI
elements, the scroll bar itself is already provided by the Irrlicht engine, together with its associated
messages for the event receiver: every time the slider changes its position, such an event is sent to
the event receiver, which calls the user interface in order to react to the alteration. The ped GUI
then checks the sliders current position in relation to its complete length, translates it to a time step
within the current time frame and calls the simulation class to switch to the resulting time step.
If the slider currently can not be used, it is hidden behind a gray field which sports a small lock
icon. This always happens when the user either can or must not jump to another step. The first
case simply means that there is no time frame at all, i.e., the simulation only consists of the initial
state. The second case occurs when the user is not supposed to intervene with the current time step,
for example when being in the process of adding a new body, or the simulation currently runs its
course to expand the simulation’s time frame.
Such an expansion is only allowed by the editor by one new step at a time (i.e., no jumping
several steps at once into the unknown future). Since it would be a rather tedious task for the user
to do this every time by hand, this can be automated by ”playing” the simulation, which simply
means to start computing the following time step until the user tells the editor to stop. This is the
usual way to establish a time frame, which is then examined in more detail. To actually perform
this action, the timeline control panel is used:

Figure 39: Time step control panel
This panel provides all tools in order to precisely navigate the current time frame. From left to
right, these buttons cause the following time jumps:
• Rewind button: Jumps back to the very first step of the simulation.
• Backwards jump: Jumps back as many steps as stated by the simulation’s milestone
frequency value, which allows the user to jump backwards from milestone to milestone.
• Decrement: Goes to the previous time step. Very useful for debugging or isolating a critical
time step within some specific region.
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• Specified jump: This button opens a small window, which allows the user to input a specific
time step of the simulation for the editor to jump to.
• Play/Pause: As described above, the play button automatically advances the simulation step
by step, which locks the timeslider and can be used to playback the simulation and expand
the current time frame. If the button is pressed again, the process halts and the timeslider is
unlocked again.
• Increment: Goes to the next time step. This can also be used for stepping through the
simulation and expanding the time frame.
• Forward jump: Analogous to the backwards jump, this button advances the simulation by
as many steps necessary to jump from one milestone to the next.
• Final step: Jumps back to the final step of the current time frame, from where the timeline
then can be further expanded by either the play or the increment button.
All these buttons essentially work the same: in combination with the current time step and the
limits of the current time frame, a target step is determined, and the simulation class is called in
order to set the state of the editor to displaying the desired step. The simulation then goes through
its usual routine by picking the nearest milestone and running along the timeline until the target
step is reached (see Section 2.3.3). To finish the procedure, the position time slider is adapted to
the new time step, in order to keep the user interface coherent. In case of larger simulations and
thus more expensive time jumps, the timeline visualization may be employed in order to anticipate
its costs, which is described in the following.
3.4.1

Timeline Visualization

The timeline visualization can be found right on top of the time slider and the time control panel: it
presents itself as a small strip across the screen, filled with differently colored diamond icons and a
small line through its middle. Its purpose is to graphically represent the current state of the overall
timeline, i.e., its various milestones. Figure 40 shows a small example, which depicts all elements of
the visualization.

Figure 40: Small extract of a timeline depicted by the visualization
Its most prominent features are the diamond icons which are scattered along the visualization,
each of which represents a milestone of the timeline. Most noticeable are the reconstruct milestones
of the simulation, which are depicted as gray or white diamonds surrounded by a rectangle, and
dot the timeline in regular intervals according to the simulation’s milestone frequency. In contrast,
event milestones naturally are only drawn when and where the user introduces a new timeline
modification to the simulation. Additionally, event milestones mostly feature a distinct color to
indicate milestones of single purpose. All timeline markers are drawn in a darker color in case they
are considered invalid, i.e., lie within a segment of the timeline, which has been invalidated by a
timeline modification in the past of the simulation and their associated time step has not yet been
recomputed. When working with the editor, all of these color codings are summarized by their own
tutorial panel (which can be brought up with the [F1] key), and are as follows:
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• Green markers depict event milestones, which store one ore more adding events and nothing
else. Thus they mark all positions on the timeline where new bodies are introduced to the
timeline, and usually are the most common markers on a simulation’s timeline, besides the
regular reconstruct milestones.
• Red diamonds mark time steps during which one ore more bodies are removed from the
simulation and no other timeline modifications are taking place.
• Light blue icons depict milestones associated with time steps during which the user modified
one or more bodies of the simulation. These can be of particular importance, since their
respective modification is automatically undone as soon as the user jumps to a prior time step.
• White markers without a surrounding rectangle denote event milestones, which store more
than one kind of timeline modification. For example they might be associated with a time
step during which a body was removed, and simultaneously another body was added.
In addition to these milestone markers, a small progress bar runs through the middle of the
visualization strip. This line denotes the position of the current time step within the overall time
frame of the simulation. In combination with the depicted reconstruct milestones, this enables
the user to anticipate how costly a planned time jump will be, as every darkened (i.e., invalid)
reconstruct milestone that will be crossed by the progress bar needs to be refilled with up to date
state information. In case of a larger simulation this may take some time, and while this delay can
not be avoided when the simulation has to be recomputed, the user should at least know about this
hold-up. As quick example, suppose a costly simulation with a time frame of 150 steps, which is
modified during step 15. Now the user jumps to step 133, which requires the editor to recompute all
118 simulation steps in between, which of course will demand more time than simply reconstructing
step 130 (for example) and only run the simulation for the remaining three steps.
With all the information displayed by the timeline visualization, this GUI element constitutes a
useful tool to complement the existing user interface by presenting the user with the current state of
the overall simulation as a context to the time step currently displayed on the screen: it depicts
all events of the prior and future steps, as well as stating the type of the respective events to the
extend possible, which allows the user to better understand the current step as a part of the whole
simulation’s chain of events.
The actual implementation of the timeline iterates through the simulation’s stored list of
milestones and updates the visualization according to the respective milestone’s internal state, that
is, which of its event lists are empty and whether its modify flag is set.
This section concludes the review of the tools offered by the user interface which can be considered
”multi purpose” in the sense that they may be either used for simply simulating different setups
as well as for real debugging of known error cases. The following section however, deals with the
editor’s pure debugging tools, which were designed for the sole purpose of collecting the state data
of specifically picked bodies.

3.5

Debugging Tools

ped offers two different ways to directly access the state data of the bodies active during the currently
displayed simulation step. First, the tracing of bodies over time as described in the next section, and
second the producing of body state date via simple text windows. This mechanism allows the user
to print the state data of any selected body to a simple window featuring a large text field, in order
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to be able to select and copy this state data and paste it within any other program. (Unfortunately
it has to be noted that copying this text sometimes does not work under Linux in the current version
of the Irrlicht engine.)
To do this, the user merely is required to select any body and then press the [T] key on the
keyboard. This triggers an input event that is caught by the event receiver, which in turn calls
the GUI class to print out the state data of the currently selected text. The user interface then
asks the simulation for a handle on the pe body tagged with the same ID as the currently selected
Irrlicht scene node and extracts all state data from this body. In the current ped version, a body’s
type-specific static data, its position, rotation, and both its linear and angular velocities are printed.
However, what data actually is extracted can very easily be changed in the source code and thus
allows for all kinds of debug output to be accessed live during the running simulation. Essentially
the only constraint of this debug output is its connection to the current time step. This is where
body traces come in.
3.5.1

Tracing Bodies

Body traces allow the user to pick specific bodies and trace their state over the course of the
simulation as it progresses through time. To trace a body, the user simply needs to select a body
and then click on it again with the left mouse button. This brings up a small trace window, which
presents the current state of the traced body and is linked to the associated body mesh by a thin
blue line (which can by switched off in the preferences window). This window then can naturally be
placed anywhere on the screen, to allow for comfortable tracing of more than a single body. The
presented body state data includes type-dependent static information (like three lengths for boxes
or the radius of a sphere), as well as the time-dependent dynamic body state: position, rotation,
and velocities. Modifying the trace window is somewhat more work as modifying the text output of
a body’s state as described in the previous section, but it is still possible to generate a modified
tracing process without much effort, in order to trace different body state values. Figure 41 shows
an example of the trace window and the link to its associated body.

Figure 41: Trace window and linked traced body
Internally, all active traces are managed by a linked list, which is part of the GUI class. This list
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stores trace containers, which include all required character buffers of the respective trace window
as well as handles to all required Irrlicht elements to assemble a trace window – mainly text buffers
for the data fields – and the traced body’s ID value. Every time a new body trace is initiated by the
user, such a container is constructed and added to the linked active traces list. Afterwards the
currently active display mode is checked, as all traced bodies are drawn as body meshes. Should
the simulation run in icon mode, the traced body’s Irrlicht node and Irrlicht node alternate
handles are switched, in order to display the respective body’s mesh instead of its icon (see Figure
42). Afterwards the current state data of the newly traced body is entered into the text buffers of
the trace container and added to the trace window.

Figure 42: Several traces in icon mode
The trace windows themselves are updated every time the current time step is changed, i.e.,
after each new time jump. This procedure iterates through all traces logged in the active traces
list and updates each trace the same way as its initial data set was gathered: the respective pe body
is picked from the running simulation and all text buffers of the trace window are overwritten with
the current state values. The only exception of this procedure are planes, which are always fixed
and consequently do not have much in the sense of dynamic data. Therefore all trace windows for
planes are slightly modified and display the respective plane’s anchor position (the position where
their finite representation is drawn) and its normal vector instead of the two normal velocity vectors
(linear and angular) for all other rigid bodies.
To end a trace, the user simply closes the respective trace window. Note that trace windows
are actually the only windows that feature the usual exit button in the upper right corner of their
frame. This is partly because all other windows demand a decision from the user (”add the body
or not” for example), and therefore sport two specific buttons for the user’s choice: ”accept” or
”cancel”. Trace windows on the other hand are ”read only” and do not correspond to some specific
action, which has to be either confirmed or cancelled. The exclusion of the exit button from all
other windows also simplifies the event receiver, which immediately knows that any ”close window”
events are linked to some trace, which has just been aborted. Therefore the event receiver merely
has to transfer the event’s ”caller ID” to the user interface. This caller ID corresponds to the parent
object within the Irrlicht scene that triggered the event – in this case the trace window, which is
tagged by the editor with the same ID as the traced body. The GUI class then receives this ID and
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removes the respective trace container from the list of active traces. Afterwards the current display
mode is checked yet again and the body’s Irrlicht representation switched in case the editor runs in
icon mode.
This alternative display mode concludes the review of all the ped features provided to construct,
modify, and examine arbitrary pe simulations via its interactive user interface. And now that
all underlying tools and mechanisms have been explained, the interface chapter is concluded by
presenting the complete render loop of the GUI class.

3.6

The Render Loop

The render loop constitutes the core loop of the running editor and contains all calls to display the
current simulation and its interface overlay. It is entered by calling the display() function of the
GUI class, which is the final call of the ped initialization within the global main() function. It is
listed in the following as Algorithm 10. (Note that in order to keep the render loop more readable,
all Irrlicht specific calls to render a new scene – like z-buffer and matrix resets – are omitted by
Algorithm 10.)
The first step of the render loop is to check whether the Irrlicht device is still active. The Irrlicht
device constitutes the primary handle on all the functionality of the Irrlicht engine, and when it
becomes inactive, this essentially means the window – and thus the program – was closed. Exiting
the render loop directly leads the ped program to free all occupied memory and to shut itself down.
While the Irrlicht device is still active however, the next frame of the ped simulation will be drawn.
The first thing in doing so, is to check whether the editor window has changed its size. Should this
be the case, the resize() function of the GUI class is called, which repositions all GUI elements on
screen, in order to preserve the appearance of the user interface. Note that the elements are not
scaled however, which means if the window becomes too small, not all buttons will remain accessible.
Afterwards the editor checks whether it still is situated in the startup procedure, that is, whether
the user is currently looking at the splash screen and the introductory dialog, which appears right
after the ped has been started. In this case, no scene has to be rendered yet. All that is shown
is a central image and said dialog, after the drawing of which the rest of the render loop can be
skipped. In case of normal operations however, this check fails and the render loop commences with
updating all interactive GUI elements. This means advancing the simulation by a single step in
case it is currently played as an animation and updating the text element that displays the current
time step. Next, a number of checks follows, which determine whether any editing tool is currently
being employed – that is, whether anything is about to be added to the simulation. In this case
the respective editing dummy has to be updated, in order to reflect the configuration parameters
currently entered in its associated window.
Afterwards, the three lines, which mark the origin of the simulation world, are drawn, followed
by the (optional) drawing of the base grid and the drawing of the actual scene: the Irrlicht engine
is called to display all currently visible scene nodes. This is followed by additional calls to draw
the body velocity markers, potential body notes, and the links between trace windows and their
associated bodies. With the scene now in place, the editor draws the GUI warning system – if
it is currently active – followed by the screen-centered axis indicator, the marker that denotes
the currently selected body, and a black frame for the entire scene, together with the timeline
visualization (as long as the editor is not currently used to construct a new union body).
At first glance, the order of all these calls might seem somewhat chaotic, but is indeed required
to present the user interface as expected by the user: as the scene itself is intuitively considered to
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Algorithm 10: ped editor render loop
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

while the Irrlicht device is active do
if the window was resized then resize the user interface;
if editor is in startup phase then
only draw GUI elements and splash screen image;
skip the rest of the render loop;
end
if ped is currently in edit mode then
if simulation is currently played as animation then
set the simulation to the next time step;
update all active traces;
end
set the text of the GUI step counter to the current time step;
end
if one of the editing tool windows is open then update the associated dummy object;
draw three lines to mark the world’s origin;
if base grid option is enabled then draw the base grid;
tell Irrlicht to draw all scene nodes;
if ped is currently in edit mode then
if body notes option is enabled then draw body notes;
draw velocity markers according to currently selected marker option;
if trace link option is enabled then draw trace links;
end
display the GUI warning system and all its current messages;
draw the screen-centered axis marker;
if some rigid body currently is selected then draw selection marker at body’s position;
if ped currently in edit mode then
draw timeline and black frame around the scene;
else
draw larger frame around the scene without displayed timeline;
end
tell Irrlicht to draw all GUI elements;
draw mouse control state icon;
if camera is linked to object then draw camera link icon;
if time slider is currently locked then draw time slider replacement and lock icon;
if mouse controls the camera and the body add/modify window is open then draw the
mouse modification marker within the opened window;
end

be located ”behind” or ”under” the screen, no GUI elements may be obscured by the rigid bodies of
the simulation ”below”. Additionally, interactive interface elements are expected to be on top of
everything, which results in the actual GUI elements being drawn only now, followed by the state
icons which depict the current mode the mouse interacts with the editor. The final element to be
drawn is the small icon which indicates which (if any) value of the (possibly) open window to add
bodies currently can be modified by turning the mouse wheel.
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4

Conclusion

4.1

Summary

This work presented the complete pe editor and debugger package: ped encapsulates the pe framework
and wraps a convenient user interface around its original functionality. Thereby the initial working
environment of the pe – hardcoded source code – is discarded and replaced by a graphical, and
interactive tool to create pe simulations from scratch, examine, and modify them. This visualization
is handled by the free Irrlicht engine, which provides the required framework to draw body meshes
and GUI elements on the screen. These GUI elements include the various buttons and windows of
the ped user interface, and are managed by the outer shell of the ped program: the GUI class.
This essential class is responsible for basically everything seen on screen. It contains the ped
render loop, which includes all drawing calls to the Irrlicht engine, and manages all GUI elements,
such as buttons, and windows. The primary use of these is to function as input devices in order to
relay the user’s wishes to the underlying simulation class, which in fact can only be accessed via
the GUI class. This shields the simulation from invalid user input and enables the GUI to preview
all user modifications, by employing a range of various dummy objects. In addition, the GUI class
provides the functionality to create presets and body generators, in order to facilitate the easy setup
of larger simulations, as well as various display options to enhance the depicted scene on screen.
These do not manipulate the actual simulation itself, but rather serve to present additional state
information about the current time step, as well as the overall timeline of the simulation.
The timeline itself constitutes one of the central elements of the core simulation class. This
class encapsulates the actual pe world – responsible for all the rigid body interaction visualized by
the Irrlicht engine – and supplements this pe state of the current time step with two additional
constructs: Said simulation timeline, and the simulation body pool. These two structures allow ped
to store snapshots of the course of the simulation, as well as recording all user interactions. This in
turn provides the required data set to jump arbitrarily through the time frame of the simulation,
and thereby introduces the all-new feature to control the flow of time of a pe simulation.
All in all, ped enables two things: first, all pe developers now have a convenient tool at their
disposal to visualize and handle pe simulations in a way that was not possible before. Individual
bodies may now be traced over the course of the simulation, the current time step may be chosen as
desired, and all ped functionality is readily available via a graphical user interface, which renders
the use of meticulously contrived source code files obsolete. This immediately leads to the second
aspect of the introduction of ped : now that it is very easy to set up and run pe simulations, the pe
framework itself becomes accessible to a much wider audience: Practically everybody can now set
up and run pe simulations, play around with the engine, and examine pe simulations in detail. No
programming knowledge is required, and no complex control has to be mastered – the pe can now
simply be introduced to, and experienced by anyone.

4.2

Future Work

Since its first incarnation, most ped parts went through several revisions until the current version of
the overall program was reached (see Appendix C for some examples). However, there naturally
were some trade-offs involved and some corners had to be cut in order to finish the program in
the available time. Consequently there is a lot of room for future work to be put into ped , as it
offers room for improvement at basically every corner – just like any other available editor program
as well: icons could be prettier, dialogs could be more flexible, and error feedback could be more
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meaningful. The feature list and polish of a program such as this one can always be pushed one step
further. Indeed this ubiquitous presence of future improvements was always a part of the overall
design process and the ped source code is structured in a way to hopefully enable the easy addition
of further features. A small collection of such possible future enhancements is listed in the following:
• Advanced render tree structure: In the current version, the render tree already includes
one artificial layer of scene nodes, which are used to divide the render tree in three sections
(union editor, simulation editor, and GUI gizmos). This structuring of the render tree could
be significantly extended, for example by categorizing the simulation part of the render tree
by body type (i.e., one additional root node for all boxes, one for all spheres, and so on). This
could then be used to offer a wider range of display options to the user, like highlighting or
filtering all bodies of a specific type, material or mass.
• Test case conversion: ped presents itself under the label of ”debugger”, which unfortunately
does not mean it is guaranteed to be 100% free of bugs itself. Therefore it would be very useful
to be able to generate pe test cases out of simulations handled by ped . This test case would
simply replicate the current timeline in the form of a small program which then could be run
separately and consequently would employ only calls to the original pe framework, in order to
confirm potential bugs to be actually a part of pe.
• More flexible modifications: In order to accommodate a wider audience, timeline modifications could be made more flexible. Case in point is the current body modification mechanism,
which invalidates all alterations as soon as the user jumps back in time far enough. This could
be applied to the adding and removal of bodies as well, by introducing new key combinations.
For example holding the [SHIFT] key while deleting a body could mark this deletion event as
temporary as the current modification events.
• Cover more pe functionality: The pe development is all but finished. It is continuously
being worked on and already offers more functionality than is currently covered by ped . And
of course all these missing features could also be integrated into the ped user interface in order
to further enhance the manipulability of pe simulations.
It is clearly recognizable that the current ped version can be easily extended by additional and
useful features, and that the range of such further improvement is truly wide. Indeed this is as
clear now, as it was from the very beginning of this project, and consequently ped – as far as it was
implemented in this work – was never planned to be overall ”complete” and never to be touched
again. Instead the goal was to create a compact, solid, and polished base program, to fill the need
of having some sort of graphical and interactive tool in the first place and simultaneously providing
an expandable platform to graphically handle pe and all of its features in a convenient and flexible
tool: the physics engine editor.
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A

Editor Lists and Container Hierarchy

ped often has to be able to deal with an arbitrary number of data elements, in order to provide its
core functionality. The basic number of bodies contained within a simulation is the most prevalent
example of this, as ped has no way of knowing this value beforehand. The number of milestones,
or the number of bodies that compose a specific rigid body union are other examples. All of these
instances, where an initially unknown number of elements needs to be stored, are handled by the
same mechanism: the editor’s ConList. This is basically a simple linked list, which stores a primitive
base container (hence the name: ”Container List”) and its derivatives, sorted by ID value.
The ConList class itself works like just about any other linked list as well, by storing a handle
to the first container in the list, which in turn contains the handle to the next element, and so on.
The list is sorted by placing each new container in between those two elements, which store a higher
and a lower ID value, respectively. As these lists are mostly accessed by iterating through a sorted
sequence of numbers (”invalidate all milestones from step 17 to 110”), they also feature a handle to
the last accessed element. In case the next queried element possesses a higher ID value than the last
accessed one, the respective ConList does not need to search all its elements, but simply continues
the search onwards, starting with the currently selected one.
Each element stored within a ConList is derived from the Container base class, which merely
stores the invaluable ID and the handle to the following container element. Figure 43 depicts the
class hierarchy of all ped container elements.
Container
+ unique ID
+ handle to next container

Milestone
+ list of operations
+ body data ConList
+ milestone state flags

Trace

StaticBodyData

+ handle to text buffers
+ handle to Irrlicht window
and window text elements

+ body type
+ irrlicht node
+ material
+ state flags

GeneratorLink

DynamicBodyData
+ position, rotation
+ linear & angular velocities

BoxData

+ handle to active
generator

+ box dimensions

SphereData
+ radius

CapsuleData
+ radius
+ length

PlaneData
+ normal vector
+ anchor position

UnionData
+ union bodies ConList
+ center of mass

UnionBody
+ static body data
+ union-intern position
+ union-intern rotation

Figure 43: ConList container hierarchy
From the left to the right, these are:
• Milestone containers, stored by the timeline ConList, to hold specific snapshots of the overall
simulation. Every milestone contains its own ConList to store the state data of the arbitrary
number of bodies contained within the simulation.
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• GeneratorLink containers, which simply store a handle to a body generator. These containers
are used as links by the simulation’s list of active generators, since the original Generator
class is no derivative of the container base class and thus can not be inserted into a ConList
directly.
• Trace containers are employed by the GUI class to list all active traces. Considered only as
a container, each ”trace” simply consists of the respective trace window and its various text
fields. The fields themselves are not updated by any sort of trace class, but the GUI class
itself.
• Various static body data containers, which store the necessary data to define every available
type of body in order to allow them to be (re)constructed. Note that UnionBody containers
are not derived from the StaticBodyData base class, but instead store their own handle to a
static body data container, since each union body may be any of the three core primitives
(box, sphere, capsule). These containers do not serve only a singular purpose but are used
frequently within both the simulation and the GUI class to universally transfer and storage
static body data.
• DynamicBodyData containers act similar to StaticBodyData containers. They are as well
used frequently throughout ped to handle dynamic body data. As each rigid body is treated
the same when it comes to its dynamic data, independent of the body’s actual type, there are
no further subclasses for dynamic body data.
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B

File Formats, File Readers & Writers

There are two custom file formats employed by ped : one to store union bodies assembled by the
user, and one to save a simulation’s timeline to disk.

B.1

Union Files

Each union file stores a single union, composed of an arbitrary number of body parts, and bears
the name the user entered when creating the union via the ped union editor. The file reader and
writer functionality is integrated into the BodyConstructor auxiliary class, which provides the
two functions unionToFile() and fileToUnion() to store and load union files. Note that union
descriptions are never pre-loaded into the program at runtime, in order to serve as templates for
later union constructions. Instead, every union that appears in the simulation is read from file
separately.
The file format itself is human readable and structured very straightforward. It basically mirrors
the implementation of the union data containers, which are used within ped at runtime: The first
three lines of a union file consist of header information and store the general layout of the union
– like a UnionData container does – including the number of sub-bodies and the union’s center of
mass. This is followed by a sequence of short body descriptions for each union part – like the list of
UnionBody structures stored by the UnionData container. These small sections store the static data
and the internal position of each individual union sub-body. Figure 44 shows an example of such a
file and its corresponding union body.
File: unions/stack
Bodies: 5
Center of mass: 0 0

1.46559

Body 1: Box
Dimensions: 1 1 1
Position: 0 0 0
Rotation: 0 -0 0
Material: Copper
Body 2: Box
Dimensions: 1 1 1
Position: 0 0 4
Rotation: 0 -0 0
Material: Oak
Body 3: Box
Dimensions: 1 1 1
Position: 0 0 3
Rotation: 0 -0 0
Material: Iron
Body 4: Box
Dimensions: 1 1 1
Position: 0 0 2
Rotation: 0 -0 0
Material: Iron
Body 5: Box
Dimensions: 1 1 1
Position: 0 0 1
Rotation: 0 -0 0
Material: Granite

Figure 44: Union file and corresponding simulation body
To store a union to file, a UnionData object is given to the unionToFile() function, which then
creates a new file, writes the header information according to the union data and then iterates
through the union body list in order to write all sub-body definitions to file.
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Reversely, the fileToUnion() function takes a character string, which specifies the union to
read, opens the respective file within the union sub folder, and creates a new (empty) union data
structure. This structure is then filled with the file’s header data, and afterwards the file reader
loads all body definitions from file and creates new UnionBody objects, which are linked together in
the new UnionData structure to form the union’s body list.

B.2

Timeline Files

Whole simulations can be stored to file, simply by recording all bodies contained in the simulation
and all events occurring over the course of its time frame. Like union files, timeline files are also
human readable and store a summary of the subsequent data in a small header section. The next
page depicts a complete timeline file, the structure of which is as follows:
• Header: The file header contains all core values of the simulation setup, including the size of
a single step and the milestone frequency. Additionally, the number of milestones and rigid
bodies is stored, in order to know how many data structures have to be read in the following.
• Milestones: Right after the file header, all milestone data is listed. Note that only events
are stored, and no actual body state data (i.e., when loaded from file, the simulation needs
to be recomputed from scratch). Each milestone section tells the number of adding and
removal events contained within the respective milestone and lists all required information to
reconstruct these events in the following lines. (For adding events this includes the body’s
spatial state data, while for removal events a body’s ID value suffices.)
• Body Pool: This section stores all body data of the saved simulation. Essentially, this is a
direct copy of the internal ped body pool, and contains the static data of all involved rigid
bodies.
• Last ID: The final item denotes the last assigned ID of the stored simulation. This important
value tells ped to restart its ID tagging, starting at this value plus one. This is required, since
otherwise default ID tagging would assign the ID one to the next created body, and thereby
ignore that the first body of the restored simulation is already tagged with the same ID. (Note
that the last ID can not simply parsed from the last body listed in the body pool, as canceled
or removed bodies take their ID values with them, which may result in a seemingly irregular
pattern of ID assignments.)
The file reader and writer functionality is contained within the saveTimelineToFile() and
loadTimelineFromFile() functions of the simulation class. They work just as straightforward than
their union file counterparts.
To store a simulation to disk, first its setup parameters are written to file, after which all
milestones are iterated and their respective operations written to file as well. Next, the same is done
with the body pool, to record all static data of the involved static bodies and afterwards the file is
concluded by the last assigned ID value.
When restoring a simulation via timeline file, the current version of ped assumes that no other
simulation is currently running, i.e., at the moment, it is only possible to load a timeline file right
after starting the editor. As both the milestone and the body pool section basically consist of their
respective data structures being written down in plain text, it is very simple to collect this data
when reading the file. Both sections are iterated and the respectively required data structures are
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Simulation Timeline file: testfile
Single step size: 0.05
Timesteps: 2
Milestone frequency: 15
Number of Milestones: 1
Number of bodies: 5
Gravitation: 0 0 -9.8
Milestone number: 0
Add Operations: 5
Body[1]: pos(0;0;0) rot(0;-0;0) lin_vel(0;0;0) ang_vel(0;0;0)
Body[2]: pos(20;0;0) rot(0;-0;0) lin_vel(0;0;0) ang_vel(0;0;0)
Body[3]: pos(10;20;0) rot(0;-0;0) lin_vel(0;0;0) ang_vel(0;0;0)
Body[4]: pos(10;10;0) rot(0;-0;0) lin_vel(0;0;0) ang_vel(0;0;0)
Body[8]: pos(10;10;-6) rot(0;-0;0.0174533) lin_vel(0;0;0) ang_vel(0;0;0)
Remove Operations: 0
==================================================================
Body[1]: Box
Dimensions: 1 1
Material: Copper
Visible: 1
Fixed:
0

1

Body[2]: Sphere
Radius: 1
Material: Iron
Visible: 1
Fixed:
0
Body[3]: Capsule
Radius: 0.5
Length: 20
Material: Granite
Visible: 1
Fixed:
0
Body[4]: Union
Center of mass: 0 4.19629
Visible: 1
Fixed:
0
Union bodies: 3
Body[5]: Box
Dimensions: 1 1 1
Position: 0 0 0
Rotation: 0 -0 0
Material: Copper

0

Body[6]: Sphere
Radius: 2
Position: 0 4 0
Rotation: 0 -0 0
Material: Iron
Body[7]: Capsule
Radius: 0.5
Length: 10
Position: 0 8 0
Rotation: -0 1.0177
Material: Granite

-0

Body[8]: Plane
Anchor: 10 10 -6
Normal: 0 0 1
Material: Copper
Visible: 1
Fixed:
1
==================================================================
Last ID: 8

Figure 45: Timeline file
simultaneously constructed piece by piece. Once all data is loaded, the body pool is iterated and all
body meshes are constructed by the body constructor. Afterwards the ID counter is reset according
to the last assigned ID of the restored simulation, and the Irrlicht scene is synchronized with the pe
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world to place all bodies correctly. Note that body generators are not restored as such: all their
adding events up to the point the simulation was saved are recreated, but nothing more.
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C

Development Notes

A lot of aspects of the current ped version seem pretty straightforward, especially its overall layout
and visual appearance. And indeed, by now many elements present themselves in their most
serviceable incarnations – compared to their previous versions that is. The fundamental ped design
was actually subject to several – in part drastic – changes and revisions, a process, which shall be
shortly presented in this section.
In its original design, ped was structured by two strictly separated phases. The first phase only
allowed to set up the initial scene, which then was to be confirmed and thereby the second phase
entered, which only allowed to examine the simulation by means of time jumps and body traces.
This rather static design was never implemented however, as it was soon replaced by the idea of
encapsulating the initial edit phase in its own ”edit mode”. This approach split all ped functionality
in two parts: said ”edit mode” and an additional ”viewing mode”, which replaced the former second
phase. Now the simulation could be modified during any time step. However, actually working
with ped required frequent mode changes, as modifications where only allowed in edit mode, and all
functionality to examine the simulation – like body traces – were only available in viewing mode.
While users might have gotten accustomed to this interface paradigm, it lead to an unnecessarily
cluttered implementation.
Nevertheless, this ”core modes” model was actually retained for two thirds of the overall
development. However, it was replaced eventually, as the source code became more and more
abstruse and a complete code review was conducted. This completely reorganized the whole program,
introduced an overhauled timeline mechanism, and made all simulation functionality exclusively
available via the GUI class only. In the course of this process, the ”core modes” approach was finally
dropped as well, and the current version of the user interface was established (and the source code
became substantially more readable).
The new timeline mechanism also allowed for the implementation of the timeline visualization,
which went through two major revisions. Initially the ”visualization” was purely text based and
was printed via the press of a button. However, it soon became integrated into the core GUI, as it
seemed – and indeed has since proven to be – a rather useful tool to be displayed at all times. In its
first graphical incarnation it was based on several small panels, which indicated which part of the
current simulation was covered by valid milestone data (see Figure 46). This method was intuitively
misinterpreted by the whole feedback group however, and consequently redesigned to its current
form.

Figure 46: Initial version of the ped timeline visualization
The rest of the user interface was subject to some changes as well, although in this case only the
final version was ultimately implemented. Some of the very first design ideas are depicted by Figure
47, which presents an early sketch of the overall GUI (including some bodies, menu examples, and a
generator), various suggestions of alternative generator gizmos and the initial set of interface icons
(their comical style was later discarded and instead employed by the icon mode).
Former GUI designs in general suggested less buttons and more sophisticated windows. Specifically
the functionality to add new bodies was at first intended to be placed within a single large window,
divided by various tabs to choose the body’s type and configure the associated parameter set.
However this was finally rejected with the introduction of the GUI submenues, which now can be
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Figure 47: Early approaches to GUI design
displayed or hidden by pressing their respective parent button. (These parent buttons and their
submenues are actually structured the same way as the discarded windows with tabs were intended
to.) Figure 48 shows the final layout sketch, which was used as a template when the original GUI
was implemented. (Note the large ”apply” button in the lower right corner, which had to be pushed
in the two-modes version before changing from edit to viewing mode, in order to apply all made
changes to the actual simulation.)

Figure 48: Final GUI design sketch
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D

Control Overview
F1

show/hide tutorial panels

arrow keys

move camera

middle mouse button

link camera control to mouse movement

space

run/halt simulation

mouse left

select and trace bodies

mouse right

select and modify bodies

del

remove selected object

backspace

clear warning messages

d

switch display mode (mesh/icon representation)

g

toggle base grid on/off

ctrl + p

toggle plane gizmo dimensions (x10, x100, x1000)

ctrl + v

toggle velocity indicators (all, only traces, off)

ctrl + l

switch links between trace windows and traced bodies

ctrl + g

switch generator gizmos on/off

t

print state information of selected object

ctrl + t

print state information of all traced objects

l

attach currently active body dummy to camera

mouse wheel

modify tagged body parameter

n

cycle tagged body parameter

ctrl + s

save current timeline to file
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